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Crime by 
numbers 

From front page 
memorisingthe numbers and— in 
the short period before they are 
changed — using them to down- 
load software. 

‘And one reliable source said 
the thefis had gone further, with a 
confidence trick played on genuine 
Micronet subscribers. 

The source said the thieves had 
been leaving messages for sub- 
seribers, purportedly from Mic- 
ronet, saying there was a problem 
with theirnumbers and could they 
log them onto the exhibitions or 
demonstrations mailbox numbers. 

‘Then they inspect the mail- 
boxes, take the numbers and use 
them to get more software. To 
make matters worse, says the 
source, they change the pass- 
words, locking out the genuine 
subscribers. 
Mr Babsky acknowledged that 

the first method had been used but 
had no knowledge of the second, 

He said: “We acknowledge 
that it’s just something that har 
pens if people are careless. It's 
one of the facts of life. 
“When I'm at exhibitions I'm 

very careful. Other people give 
demonstrations on our behalf and 
wwe expect them to be as careful as 
we are,” 

He said the maximum period 
during which these special num- 
bers could be used was one day, as 
they were changed at the end of 
each exhibition day. 

He said: “Everyone who joins 
Micronet gets a number from 
Prestel and they are told not to 
divulge it to anyone at all, Ifthey 
have that’s somethingof theirown 
doing. They must not do it under 
any circumstances. 
“Weat Micronet have no reason 

to want their 10-digit number or 
their password and we will not ask 
for it under any circumstances, 
The only number we need is the 
Mailbox number so that messages 
can be left.” 

If subscribers mislaid their 
numbers, Prestel would treat it in 
the same way as a lost credit card. 
Itwould be sent to the subscriber's 
address in sealed envelope. 

‘Asked about genuine 
scribers’ numbers bein; 
used, he said: “It is possible. 
Micronet800, Telemap, Scriptor 
C1, 155 Farringdon Rd, London 
ECIR3AD 

WP forthe VIC-20 
New word processing programs 
are now available for the VIC-20 
with at least 8K expansion. At- 
lantic Software has brought out 
the TOTL range, available on 
tape and disc and costing from 
£11.95 to £19.95. 
‘The range can be used not only 

with Commodore printers, but 
also. with other parallel’ and 
RS-232 printers. Programs are 
alsoavailable forthe VIC-20 with 
16K, providing advanced func- 
tions such as merge and labels. 
Atlantic Software, 186 Thorpe 
Road, Kingston, Surrey KT2 
SEU 

Light up a buggy 
Northern Computers has launched 
a Micropulse buggy for use on the 
BBC computer in conjunction 
with its Micropulse Young 
Trainer. 

The buggy costs £29 and 
comes with two light dependent 
resistors which you can program 
to follow a torchlight.A micro- 
switch is incorporated so that the 
buggy does not collide with 
stationary objects. 

Also included is an accessories 
kit; together with the Micropulse 
Young Trainer, a robotic device 
which can simulate traffic lights. 
This forms part of a teaching 
course suitable for secondary 
school pupils. 
Northern Computers, Church- 
Field Road, Frodsham, Cheshire 
WA6 ORD. 

All change for 
Oric 

If you have found that your Tan- 
soft Oric tapes are not compatible 
with the new Atmos, you can now 
exchange them at a cost of £3. 

Munch, Base, Forth, Mon, 
CAD, Zodiac and House of 
Death are the titles affected: this 
offer does not apply to Oric Flight 
or Multigames 1 and 2, as new 
versions are not being produced. 

‘Send a cheque/postal order for 
‘£3 per tape to cover handling to: 
Tansoft, Units 1 & 2, Techno 
Park, Newmarket Road, Cam- 
bridge. 

Pirates on the air 
From front page 
On pricing of commercial soft- 

ware, Mr Fitzgerald said: “Ifthey 
feel a program is over-priced they 
should leave it. I don’t walk into 
Tesco, think an item is over- 
priced and then walk out with it. 
‘That's a direct parallel. 

“A lot of genuine radio hams 
have been ringing us up because 
they thinkit's annoying havingthe 
radio waves taken over.” 

He stressed that only a small 
percentage of radio hams were 
involved and that it was perfectly 
legal for them to transmit pro- 
grams they had written them- 
selves. 

A&F’s technical director 
Martin Hickling reported on the 
company’s four weeks of monitor- 
ing to the annual meeting of the 
Guild of Software Houses. 
GOSH secretary Mike John- 

ston said: “Our members were 

horrified, as you can understand. 
What we are good at in this 
country is ideas, which everyone 
has been ripping off, from jet 
engines and all the way down the 
line. Software could generate alot 
of wealth for the country.” 

A three-man grouphasbeen set, 
up by GOSH to report back on 
practical ways of tackling piracy. 
‘The members are Nick Alexan- 
der, of Virgin, who is also GOSH 
chairman, Rod Cousins of Quick- 
silva, who is vice-chairman, and 
Rod Evans, of New Generation, 

David Evans, general manager 
of the 36,000-member Radio 
Society of Great Britain, said: 
‘Wedon'thave any knowledge of 

any of our members being in- 
volved. We are not a law enforce- 
ment organisation, but we will be 
putting a message inourmagazine 
that this is an infringement of 
copyright 
“My own feeling is that the 

people who are involved probably 
do not appreciate the copyright 
laws. Ithas probably been done in 
ignorance rather than a malicious 
act. After all, there are many 
other ways of doing this without 
using the public mateur bands. 
@ Through Home Computing 
Weekly, Mr Johnston is appeal- 
ing for readers who have evidence 
of piracy to contact him, 
© AGF has just launched its first 
program using copy protection 
devised by JLC Data, another 
version of which was placed on 
the secret list by Whitehall. Mr 
Fitzgerald said: “We are confi- 
dent it will reduce piracy by 99.9 
per cent.” 

The program isforthe BBC and 
is called Haunted Abbey. It is 
priced at £6.90, £1 less than 
usual, because of the greater 
potential sales if copyright is 
impossible, said Mr Fitzgerald, 
In about a week it would be avail- 
able for the Commodore 64 and 
all future A&F software would be 
protected in the same way. 
A&F, Unit 8, Canalside Indus- 
trial’ Estate, Woodwine St, 
Rochdale, Lancs OLI6 SLB 
Guild of Software Houses, 79 Park Lane, Tottenham, London 
NI7 0HG 

Briefly 
The Midland Computer Fair will 
be held from May 4-7, 1984, at 
the National Exhibition Centre, 
Birmingham. Over 16,000 atten- 
ded last year’s exhibition and 
more are expected this year as the 
show is over a Bank Holiday 
weekend, 

Midland Computer Fair, Reed 
Exhibitions, Surrey House, 1 
Throwley Way, Sutton, Surrey 
SM1 409. 

An association between five 
software houses — IJK, Joe and 

Lion, PSS, Severn Software and 
Arcadia — has been formed with 
the aim of promoting Oric and 
Atmos software, 
The Association of Orie Software| 
Houses, c/o 18 Harrow View, 
Harrow, Middlesex 

The Sinclair QL Companion, by 
Boris Allan, has been published 
by Pitman at £6.95. 

Pitman Publishing, 128 Long 
Acre, London WCE 9AN 

Bubble Bus has released an up- 
dated version of Word Wizard, its 
Commodore 64 word processing 
program, to run in conjunction 
with the Commodore 1520 prin- 
ter/plotter. It can be set for 80 or 
40 columns and supports most 
Commodore and Epson printers, 
Price: £6.99, 

Bubble Bus, 87, High Street 
Tonbridge, Kent TNO 1RX 

Atarihaslaunchedits biggestever 
cartridge promotion wi nix, 
Galaxian, Batlezone and Ms Pac 
Manretailing at£9.99, asavingof| 
upto£ 15. Cartridges forthe Atari 
L and VCS will fall into three 

price brackets — £29.99, £24.99 
or £19.99, 

Atari, Atari House, Railway 
Terrace, Slough, Berks SL2 SB. 

New from Mirrorsoft are two. 
learning games on one cassette: 
Old Macdonald's Farm and Sor, 
for the 48K Spectrum. Old Mac- 
donald’s Farmisforchildren aged 
three to seven, while Sortis for six 
years and upwards. It costs £7.95 
and Commodore 64 and BBC B 
versions are being prepared. Also 
from Microsoft: aria forthe 
Commodore 64 (£9.95), and 
Count with Oliver for the 48K 
Spectrum (£7.95). 
Mirrorsoft, Holborn Circus, 
London ECIP 1DQ 

Beta-Base, a disc-based data- 
base for the BBC micro, allows 
200 fields, each of up to 254 
bytes, and more than 2,000 
records, according to Clares 
Micro Supplies. Up to five 
fields can be searched and up to 
three sorted at once and a file of 
500 records can be sorted in 
about 60 seconds. Price: £25 
with manual and demonstration 
program. 
Clares Micro Supplies, 98 
Middlewich Rd, Rudheath, 
Northwich, Cheshire CW9 7DS 
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Sn 
ONE MAN’S VIEW 

PDF has added thick top work- 
stations to its range of furniture, 
‘The thick top (50 mm instead of 
the nromal 30 mm) increases the 
height between keyboard well and 
worktop. The keyboard well is 
narrow, only 250 mm deep, and 
the unit is finished in veneered 
teak and African walnut, 

Planned Data Furniture, Unit 
8A, Vaughan Industrial Estate, 
Manchester M12 SDU 

Valhalla, the best-selling adven- 
ture from Legend, will be avail- 
able for the Commodore 64 in 
May at £14.95. Although identi 
cal to the Spectrum version, 
claimed to have sold £2m-worth, 
Legend’s managing director John 
Peel said the new version would 
have more lifelike backgrounds 
and smoother, flicker-free ani- 
mation. 

Areyouawinner? 
The solution to our Phoenix 
Software spot the difference 
competition: 
© hatband.stri 

bullets missing from belt 
bullet omitted bottom left 
tuft of erass changed 
part of path of bullet 
fetter L omitted from 
part of child's dum 
hinge 

missing 

missing 
m range altered at right 
ram hood differen spokes missing from pram wheel 

Winners of two twin-packs of software 
worth £9.99 each: 
K’ Brooke, West Yorks; Geoffrey 
Baldock, Maidstone; Mike Long, St 
Johns Hill; M_ Joyner, Nuneaton; 
William J Fox, Derbysaire: Thomas P 
Kilroy, Ireland: Mr S Webster, Cambs; 
Keith Blackwell, Romford: G N Lacey, 

ian " Hargreaves, S Wales: 
. J Newman, Ryde; 
|, Dublin; Svend Sorensen, 
‘M_ Javed, Surrey: David 

i; R-D Bamford, 
S" Phillmore, Halifax: 

V Harrison, 
BEPO 45; Jason Taylor, Coventry! 
C Gouch, Manchester; D Shaw, 
Aryshite; Mr H- Collings, Aldershot 
Simon Whitting, Norfolk: | Mat 
‘Maynes, Burton-on-Trent; Mr D Russell, 
Warminster; Graham Furniss 
Chesterfield; "PJ Gunn, Harlow. 
E Edginton, Frome; Mark Kent, Lincs; 
‘Tim Prince, Cumbria; Andrew” Doyle 
Hudderfield; Mark Morrison, Tyne & 
Wear; Clayton Thompson, . Newark; 
Willy Rennie, Aberdeenshire: RC 
Coppock, Nortwich; J. J Hartopp, 
Nuneaton; lan. Mansfield, Windsor: 
FA Robson, Leigh-on-Sea. 

Legend, P.O. Box 435, London 
E47LX 

Cubsoft, a new Lynx software 
house, has launched CBS-Forth 
for the Lynx at £19.95 with five 
free utility programs. CBS-Forth 
is for the 48K or 96K Lynx and, 
says Cubsoft, offers twice as 
much useable memory as its 
nearest 96K competitor, is the 
‘only version for the 48K model 
and has its own unique three- 
command editor. 

Cubsoft, 6 Okeover Rd, Salford 
M7 0JX 

ZX Lprint does 
more 

A new version of the ZX Lprint 
interface for the Spectrum 
works with a wider range of 
printers and offers both RS232 
and Centronics outputs. 

Euroelectronics says the 
COPY command can be 
executed from the keyboard or 
from BASIC and that no extra 
software is needed to send a 
high-resoluton screen picture to 
a number of printers, 

Routines are built in for 
printer models from Seikosha, 
Epson, Star, Walters, Shinwa 
and CTI. Full colour screen 
COPY can be made on the 
Seikosha GP700. 

Euroelectronics says these 
will produce user-defined 
graphics and Spectrum block 
graphics in text or a program 
listing. On other printers a 
routine scans the display and 
prints alphanumeric characters, 
allowing daisywheels to be 
used. 

Soon to be added are routines 
for printing in hi-res full colour 
on the MCP 40 and Tandy CGP 
115. Other printers to be added 
shortly include the Microline 80 
and 82. 

Prestel pages can be printed 
and baud rates under RS232 can 
be varied between 75 and 9600. 

ZX Lprint costs £34.95; 
Centronics and RS232 cables 
are £9.95 each. 
Euroelectronics, 26 Clarence 
Sq, Cheltenham, Glos GLS50 
2Us 
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Computers 
don’t think 

The question of artificial intelligence, or whether an 
inanimate machine such as a computer can be said to 
possess intelligence or not, is an important and 
interesting one. Or at least it would be were there to be 
found any arguments in its favour which could be taken 
seriously. 

It is an endearing, if irrational, weakness of people to 
ascribe human characteristics to objects such as motor 
cars, ships, and so on, and one which perhaps serves to 
compensate for unconscious fears of isolation and 
insecurity in occupying our unique position in the animal 
kingdom. This idiosyncrasy can be expressed most 
readily toward computers because such artifacts can be 
‘made to give the appearance of simulating consciousness 
quite convincingly. Even apparently anti-A.T. writers fall 
easily into the trap of anthropomorphism. How often 
T’ve read the words: “.. computers are really quite 
stupid.” 

Of course, even stupidity presupposes some degree of 
intelligence, and can be no more ascribed to a computer 
than to, say, a milk bottle or a carpet tack. 

The confusion is not eased by the unfortunate choice 
of terms used in computer jargon, such as “electronic 
brain”, “memory”, etc. This latter is an especially bad 
one as comuter “memory” in no way resembles true 
memory, but is closer in function to an abacus, albeit an 
electronic one. 

The foremost reason for the popular belief that 
computers are potentially capable of thought must be 
that, whereas most tools have been designed to assist with 
primarily physical tasks, such as removing nails and 
‘opening tin cans, computers on the other hand help to 
perform mental tasks like arithmetic. Because the 
computer appears to be more efficient at logical 
processes, and logic being a property of mind (though by 
no means its most sublime attribute), it is tempting for 
some to infer that the hardware and program’ in 
combination are exhibiting intelligence. This is no more 
true, however, than saying an abacus thinks when you 
move its beads. 

The belief that computers resemble minds is no more 
than a harmless fad. The real danger lies in the obverse 
assumption thai minds are really no more than very 
sophisticated computers. Ludicrous as this notion may 
seem to all but the most hopeless materialist today, future 
generations could nevertheless fall victim to such a 
delusion, if only by the natural contrariness of the young, 
which always delights in opposing or shocking the beliefs 
of the previous generation. But such a conviction would 
contribute more than any other single factor in lowering 
the quality of life. 

‘An individual so convinced will deny himself access to 
the limitless creative potential of his mind, dull his 
imagination and appreciation of the more subtle and 
loftier realms of human experience; in short, become a 
computer. 

P.J. Willcox 
Cardiff 

© This space is for you to sound off about the micro scene, to present 
bouquets, to hurl brickbats, or just to share your opinions or 
experiences. Contributions from individuals earn a fee. Send your views 
to Paul Liptrot, Editor, Home Computing Weekly, No.1 Golden 
Square, London WIR 3AB 



COMPETITION 

Your mission: to rescue the 
imprisoned 
nearly £2, 

rincess. There's 
‘worth of games 

of Rescue — CRL's Sp 
mind-stretcher — waitii 
be sent to the winners 

rum 
to 

this 
week's wordsquare 

competition 
There's a princess waiting to 
be rescued — if you're one 
of the 300-plus winners in 
this. week's great 
wordsquare competition. 
‘We've got nearly £2,000-worth of 

tapes from CRL to give away. 
That's a total of 333 winners of 
Rescue, a classic adventure for the 
48K Spectrum 

Written by army captain Derek 
Baker, author of CRL's best seller 
Test Match, Rescue gives you the 
rOle of 4 secret agent, 

Your first challenge is to find the 
castle in which the princess is held 
prisoner. Once inside there are 

fal rooms to search, each one a 
game in itself 

Problems don't end when you 
have reached the fair maiden 
now you have to get away, while 
being chased by armed patrols. 

Rescue, a. game of strategy and 
tactics, has both text and graphics 
and keeps many players occupied 
for days, 
CRL’s managing director 

Clement Chambers, admitted he 
had 10 cheat and said: "It would 
have taken me at least four hours at 
the lowest level — and that’s the 
record for this game.” 

Our prizes are for the 48K 
Spectrum, and would cost £5.95 in 
the shops, but Rescue is now out 
also for the Oric and the 
Commodore 64. 

The original took Derek Baker 
four months to write because of its 
complexity. And the conversions 
fare said by CRL to be just as mind: 
stretching 

How to enter 
Examine the wordsquare and mark 
all the CRL tiles you can find with 
« ball:point or semi-opaque felt-tip 
en. Complete the coupon fully and 
clearly — if you are a winner it will 
be used as a label — and send the 
wordsquire and coupon to us. 

You may enter as many times as you wish provided each is on the official. wordsquare and coupon and in a separate envelope. Please 
do not enclose anything else. 

Important: you must write on the 
back of your envelope the number 
of titles you found, 

The titles in the wordsquare are 
all drawn from this list of CRL 
software! 

Test Match High Resolution 
Pandemonia Golf 
The Great 

Detective Incredible 
Woods of Winter Adventure 
Grand National Olympics 
Fackpot Draughis 
Derby Day Crawler 

All except High Resolution 
(ZX81) are for the Spectrum and 

decision is final and no 
correspondence will be entered int. 

poae SSL SS 

CRL Competition | 

Entry Coupon { 
Name — - { 

Address Ss S| 
{ 

some are also available for other 
computers: Test Match (BBC), Glug Glug, Omega Run and Derby 
Day (Commodore 64), Zaraks 
(ZX81) and Handicap Golf 
(Dragon). 

Send your entry to CRL 
Competition, Home Computing 
Weekly, No.1 Golden Squi 
London Wi 3AB. 

‘Closing date is first post on May 
11, 1984, Senders of the first 333 
correct entries we open after that 
date will win the prizes, They will, 
arrive from CRL within 28 days, or 
‘earlier, of the results appearing in 
Home Computing Weekly 

The rules 
Entries will not be accepted from 
employees of Argus Specialist 
Publications, CRL and Alal 
Passmore & Sons. This r 
‘also applies 10 employees’ families 
‘and agents of the companies. The 
rules Include the guidance in the 
How to Enter section: The editor's 

= post code 
Number of differences found 

Complete clearly and fully — if you are a prizewinner this will uct as a label 
Post to CRL Competition, Home Computing Weekly, No.1 Golden Square, 
London WIR 3AB. Closing date: first post on May 11, 1984, Follow carefully 
the advice in the How to Enter section, including writing the number of titles 
you found on the back of the envelope. 

SoA DM 1 (L (Z5UsSeHeomerT OF Zz 
TDC JAESReaIK PR (DsS10n0) 

Ni PSASNEDMESMEOON | A J FY LY 
WEMEDERE S=C UE Dv I co Y & 
BCEGGOXHKUHFYZM4J 
RSRPLAETRPONJOPW 
VBS BUESUCZe 2A) OR) AK OS) 1B Mi Une 
OU GY ASGRY.-Y (EAU) 1G El xX! (c:vomo. 
NODLGETDRAUGHTSE 
CRAWLERXMSDACLAS 
POYMUNKWCLEBWPXH 

GQ AUN S G UF 1 Vv 4) ANCIK, POT 
UB raat Geet HuO IMS ESCRAMR: (UU NID 
XWSBKGRVAWZIVECY f 
VGBFHHLKMKOTXBTT 
T STMATCHORPHEUS | 
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wv. 

Variables 
rays used to store pre: 

‘calculated cosine and sine 
values 

¥ array of 3D object vertices 
E. array of 3D object edges 
A,B,C,D biank arrays for screen 

erasure 
NOS strings 

numerals 
Q array used to erase timer in 

TV mode 
AM,BM,DM variables used to 

‘obtain 3D image 
£M,FM,GM,HM,IM,U,U1,V, 

VI used 10 plot each edge of 
3D object 

UM,TS,US three digit timer 
Value, units of mins, tens of 
secs, Units of secs 

SX,SY X,Y, position of dot on 
‘sonar screen 

D distance of viewer from TV 
screen 

FL flag used to change from 
sonar to TY display screen 

X0,¥O,ZO object coordinates 
XS,YS,ZS submarine coordin- 

for graphics 

fates 
P,H pitch and heading of sub- 

humber of edges in the 3D 
object 

changes in pitch and 
heading 

VL submarine’s velocity 
VX,VY,VZ velocity components 

in three dimensions 
‘AX,AY components of object- 

Sub distance in X,Y plane 
RO radial distance’ of object 

from sub 
B used to read button settings 
CF flag to denote screen cleared 
EW flag to denote end of world| 

has come 
EA current edge value in 3D 

projection 
X,Y,Z coordinates 

relative to sub 
X3,¥3,Z3 transformed coordin- 

‘ates 
MU,MV,MP used to check for 

hit when firing 
DX,DY 
HT’ flag to signal object hit 

of object 

DRAGON/TANDY 

As commander of a nuclear 
submarine you are told that a 
device has been plced on the sea 
bed near a fault in the earth’s 
crust 

Should this device explode 
the result will be an earthquake 
of sufficient magnitude that a 

ant tidal wave will engulf all 
continents and their inhabitants 
will perish 

Of course, you and the rest of 
your crew would also perish due 
to the hull of your submarine 
being crushed in the blast 
Hence there is some incentive 
for you to try to prevent this 
slight messy situation from 
occur 

How then can you find and 
destroy this menace? Easy. You 
have two aids to underwater 
vision. One is the 360 degr 
sonar scan. This is the display 
which presents itself when the 

me starts 
Submariners may skip this 

explanation and go onto th 
next section, The sonar sweeps 
arund the hull of the sub 
sending out sound pulses and 
listening for echoes. Targets are 

ed on the TV screen in display 
such a way that the arrow head 
on the display points in the 
direction of travel of the sub 

hus an object on the left 
appears on the left of the 
screen 

If you spin the sub round the 
dot corresponding to an object 
would travel round a circular 
path in the opposite direction to 
your spin direction, 
Horizontal movement of the 
right hand joystick will cause 
the sub to spin on its axis, ice. 
this stick controls ‘the 
submarine’s heading. Run the 
program, select the easiest leve 
make sure the left hand sticl 
pulled as far back in the vertical 
plane as it will go, and try 
moving the right hand stick 
horizontally 

You will see that the dot 
(which is the object to be 
located and destroyed) will 
appear to move in a circle about 
the centre of the screen. It is not 

How it works 
10 reserve graphics screen mem- 

ory and clear screen 
20.30 DIMension arrays, initial 

ise variable: 
graphi 

graphics scre 
up strings for dra 

numbers for timer 
set timer value and initialise 
time to 10secs 
draw time in top right of 
set variables SX and SY to 
a clear part of screen, set 
viewer distance (D) to 75 
units, set flag (FL) to select 
sonar display on entry 

0 set up the sonar display 
in sereen 1 

230-340 draw the status displays 
for sonar screen 

350 ask 
difficulty 

mode, clear 

Z position 
380-390 initialise 

position 
400-410 set initial 

heading to zero 
¢ look up tables 

for sines and cosines 
40-650 read in data to form 

3D picture of bomb: 
660-720 sample joysticks, com: 

pute new s for’ pitch, 
heading and speed 

730-760 form new X,Y and Z 
omponents of velocity 

770-800 calculate new sub posi: 
tion using new velocities 

sub’s X,¥,Z 

pitch and 

really the object that is moving, 
but the fact that your sub is 
spinning about its axis. At the 
same time a beeping sound will 
indicate that the object has been 
located by your scanners 

While spinning round, watch 
the dials at the bottom’ of the 
screen. The leftmost dial shows 
the heading of the submarine 
relative to the points of the 
compass (North at the top) 
This dial will rotate as your 
heading chai 

To move nearer to the object, 
use the heading control to bring 
the dot back to the dead ahead 
position (i.e. on the line with 
the arrow head). 

Now, holding this headi 
move the left hand joystick 
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forward and watch the dot 
move nearer to the centre of the 
screen. The pitch of the bleep 
goes up as the dot gets nearer 

Don't get too near as the 
bomb has a proximity fuse 
which will be triggered if the 
range is less than 7 units. (The 
object is initially at 600 units 
way, due North), 
The pitch of the sub is 

controlled by vertical movement 
of the right hand stick. Pull this 
back and the sub rises in the 
water, push it forward and the 
sub dives. This control only 
takes effect if the sub is moving. 

The starting depth of the sub 
depends upon the level of 
difficulty selected, and at level 9 
the sub is on the'sea bed, as is 
the object. Thus, to destroy the 
object from level 1 (the hardest) 
the submarine commander is 
going to have to dive from the 
surface to the sea bed pretty 
quickly if the world is to be 
saved. 

The middle dial shows the 
pitch angle of the sub and the 
pointer will be level if the sub is 
neither rising nor diving. The 
right hand guage shows the 
sub’s depth, the pointer being 
at the top when the sub is at the 
surface and vice versa. 

The time readout at the top 
right shows how much time is 
left until the bomb explodes. 
Keep an eye on this. It could be 
important to several people 

When the dot is within the 
innermost circle on the sonar 
display it should be visible on 
the second (TV) display 

Press the button on the right 
hand joystick to turn on the TV 
‘camera mounted on the front of 
the sub. When the object is in 
view it will be seen that it is a 
rectangular box with a cross on 
one end. 

To destroy the bomb the 
centre of this cross must be 
aligned with the cross hairs on 
the TV display. When all is 
lined up, press the button on 
the left hand joystick to fire. 

Note that, due to the 
slowness of BASIC, the buttons 

have to. be 
considerable 
take effect 

If all is well and you have 
aligned the cross hairs on the 
display with the cross on the 
box you will succeed in 
destroying it. The snag is that 
you can’t fire through the box. 
This means that you must be 
sure to have the end of the box 
with the cross marked on it 
facing you when you fire. 

Hint: use the sonar display to 
help you move round the bomb 
To move round it in an anti 
clockwise direction, keep the 
dot on the horizontal line to the 
left of centre and move the 
speed control forward 

Adjust the controls to keep 
the dot on the line and watch 
the heading indicator turn, 
When the heading has changed 
by the required amount (say 90 
degrees) bring the dot back to 
the dead ahead position and 
look at it on the TV display 

Remember not to get too 
close or the proximity fuse will 
detonate the bomb. A warning 
will sound when the sub is 
approaching the point where 
this will occur, so take note! 

pressed for a 
time before the 

Left joystick 
Vertical speed control 
Horizontal not used 
Button fire 

Right joystick 
Vertical pitch 
Horizontal heading 
Button change display 

© Hot Programs to Feed Your 
Dragon, £6.95, contains 14 

Press, 5 Alton 
Road, Wilmslow, 
Cheshire SK9 SDY, 



EE EE 
DRAGON/TANDY 

10 PCLEAR:CLS:PRINT” PLEASE WAIT” 
20 DIM CS(181),SN(181),V(20,3), £(20),B(20,20),C14,4),014,4 
A(10,10), NOS(11),Q(30,10) 
30 AM =0:BM =0:DM =0:EM =0:FM=0:GM=0:HM 
U=0:U1=0:V=0:V1 
40 PMODE4,1:PCLS 
50 GOSUB 3200 : REM INITIALISE STRINGS 
60 TIMER = 50:UM =0:TS =0:US =9 
70 DRAW"BM245,5” + NOS(US):ORAW"BM239,5" + NOS(TS| 
ORAW"BM228,5" + NOS(UM) 
80 SX = 118:SY =50:D=75:FL=1 
90 LINE(225,0)-(255,11),PSET,B 
100 CIRCLE(128,70),69 
110 LINE(0,0)-(255,140),PSET,B 
120 PAINT(79,5):GETI0,0)-(3,3),C:PAINT(180,5) 
130 LINE (0,140)-(255,191),PSET,B 
140 LINE(0,0)-(255,140),PRESET,8. 
150 CIRCLE (128,70),10 
160 CIRCLE(128,70),40 
170 LINE(128,0)-(128,60),PSET 
180 LINE(128, 140)-(128,80), PSET 
190 LINE(48,70)-(118,70),PSET 
200 LINE(138,70)-(255,70),PSET 
210 LINE(118,10)-(128,0),PSET 
220 LINE-(138,10),PSET 
230 REM SET UP STATUS DISPLAY 
240 LINE(53, 159)-(75,181),PSET,B 
250 LINE(64,157)-(64,160),PSET 
260 LINE(52,170)-(54,170),PSET 
270 LINE(64,183)-(64,180),PSET 

IM =0: 

280 LINE(74,170)-(76, 170), PSET 
290 FOR | = 160 TO 180 STEP 2 
300 LINE(116,1)-(118,1),PSET:NEXT | 
310 LINE(1 16, 160)-(139, 180), PSET,B. 
320 LINE(172,156)-(212, 158), PSET,B 
330 LINE(172,182)-(212, 184), PSET,B 
340 LINE(172,156)-(212, 184), PSET,B 
350 GOSUB 7000 
360 REM GENERATE OBJECT COORDS 
370 XO =0:YO = 600:20 = 1000 
380 REM SET INITIAL SUB POSITION 
390 XS =0:YS=0 
400 P = 0:REMINITIAL PITCH = ZERO 
410 H=0:REM INITIAL HEADING = ZERO 
420 REM GENERATE SINE AND COSINE LOOKUP TABLES 
430 FOR 1=0T045 
440 AN =3.142°1/90 
450 CSI!) = COSIAN) 
460 CS(90-1) = -CS(I) 
470 CS(90 + 1) = -CS(I) 
480 CS(180-1) = CS(!) 
490 SN(45-1) = CS(I) 
500 SNI45 +1) =CS(I) 
510 SN(135-1) 
520 SN(135 + 
530 NEXT | 
540 REM READ OBJECT MATRICES 
550 READ NV:REM NUMBER OF VERTICES. 
560 FOR P=1 TONV 
570 READ VIP,1),V(P,2),V(P,3) 
580 V(P,1) = VIP,1) + XO 
590 VIP,2 
600 ViP,3! 
610 NEXT P 
620 READ NE:REM NUMBER OF EDGES 
630 FOR E=1 TONE 
640 READ EVE) 
650 NEXTE 
660 REM SAMPLE CONTROLS 
670 DP = JOYSTK(1):DH = JOYSTKIO) 
680 VL = 16-JOYSTKI3)/4 
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690 H=H-FIX(DH/8) +4 
700 IF DP< 32 THEN P= 164 + DP/2 ELSE P=OP/2-16 
710 IF H> 180 THEN H=H-180 
720 IF H< 0 THEN H=H + 180 
730 REM UPDATE 3D VELOCITIES 
740 VX = VL*SN(H)*CS(P) 
750 VY = VL*CS(H)*CS(P) 
760 VZ=VLYSNIP) 
770 REM CALC NEW SUB POSITION 
780 XS =XS + VX:YS = YS + VY:2S =ZS-VZ 
790 IF ZS< 0 THEN ZS =0 
800 IF ZS> 1000 THEN ZS = 1000 
810 REM CHECK FOR OBJECT IN LONG RANGE SCAN 
820 AX = XO-XS:AY = YO-YS 
830 RO = SQRIAX*AX + AY*AY) 
840 IF RO > 680 THEN 1090 
850 IF RO< 7 AND ZS> 990 THEN 4000 
860 B = PEEK(65280):IF B = 254 OR B = 126 THEN 870 ELSE 880 
870 CF = 1:FL=FL-1:IF FL< 1THEN FL =2:PMODE 
4,5:PCLS:GOSUB3010:SCREENT 0 
880 ON FL GOTO 1000,2000 
1000 REM GENERATE LONG RANGE SCAN 
1010 PMODE 4,1:SCREEN1,0:GOSUB 3010 
1020 PUT(SX.2,SY-2)-(SX +2,SY +2),D 

[ Hints on conversion 
810-830 calculate distance from | to fire routine 

sub to object (RC 2380 fire routine will set HT to 
840 if out of range of sonar only | indicate a hit 

update status, no sound 2390 go and do it all again 
| aso check for proximity explos- | 2400-2510 DATA for drawing 

ion, but make sure sub depth | __ (bomb) 
is near bottom 3000 timer routine counts down 

right from initial setting to zero 
pressed then change display | _ Sets EW flag at zero. 
by altering value of flag FL. | 3010 check flag which signals 

880 go (0 appropriate display | screen cleared, if set then re- 
routine write entire time display and 

1000-1190 generate long range | clear flag 
(sonar) scan with sound, | 3020 if TV screen selected then 
check for end-of-world flag | must erase corner of screen to 
(EW) (set by timer routine) remove any object drawn 

2000 select 3D display starting | __there 
at page 5 3030 draw time 

2010-2070 calculate 3D projec- | 3040 only update time every 50 
tion parameters timer ticks (1 sec) 

2080 clear screen, set flag telling . sample 
timer routine to re-display (to provide 
time, put crosshairs at centre ol sensing) 

2090-2130 move observer to | 3060 erase units of seconds 
origin 3070 zero flags 

2140 call timer routine 3080 decrement units of seconds 
2150-2170 transform coordin- | ___ count 

‘ates of box edge (cight edges | 3090 check for underflow, reset 
in all) to9if 0, set flag to signal 

2180-2190 project object edge | that tens of seconds must also 
‘on to 2D screen change 

2200-2230 clip object to lie | 3100 draw units of seconds 
within screen limits 3110-3180 repeat for tens of 

2240 plot edge from end of last | ___ seconds and units of minutes 
‘edge (UI,V1) to end of new | 3200-3300 strings for drawing 
edge (U,V) numerals on graphics screen 

2250 check fire button 4000 like it says! 
2260 skip next section if not last | 4010 enable sound channel out 

edge of object put from D-A converter 
2270-2310 calculat 

from centre of cross on bomb 
to crosshairs on screen, if 

distance | 4020 copy sonar screen to TV 
screen (to save re-writing the 
sonar screen ready for next 

point glag (MP) to | else reset | 4030-4070 draw expanding circle 
with random low frequenc 
sounds poked straight to the 
D-A convertor, flash random 

2330 check for proximity warn-] colours by changing modes 
ing, sound if too near on the 6847 TV controller 

2340 repeat above for all edges | chip 4080-4240 put up end message, 
invite further attempt 

5000-5150 draw tracer to. centre 
of screen, check for hit 

(6000-6030 congratulateand print 
safety margin 

it 
2320 update Ul, VI ready for 

next time round 

of box 
2350 if EW flag set then explode 

everything 
2360 reset hit flag (HT) 
2370 if button was pressed dur 

ing drawing of bomb then g0 

| 

within allowed limits set mid- | game) 

i 
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1030 SX = -(AX*CS(H)-AY*SN(H))/10 + 128:SY =~ 
AY*CS(H) + AX*SN(H))/10 +70 
1040 GET (SX-2,SY-2)-(SX +2,SY +2),D 
1050 PSET(SX,SY):PSET(SX + 1,SY +1) 
1060 PSET(SX + 1, SY):PSET(SX, SY +1) 
1070 SOUND 255-RO/10,1 
1080 REM UPDATE STATUS DISPLAYS 
1090 PUT(57,160)-(71,180),8. 
1100 PUT(122,162)-(134,178),8 
1110 PUT(182,160)-(202,180),B 
1120 LINE(-8*SN(H) + 64,-8°CS(H) + 170)-(64,170),PSET 
1130 LINE(63, 169)-(65,171),PSET,B 
1140 LINE(-8*CS(P) + 128,-8°SN(P) + 170)-(128,170), PSET 
1150 LINE(127,169)-(129,171),PSET,B 
1160 LINE(187,2S/50 + 160)-(197,2S/50 + 160),PSET 
1170 GOSUB 3010 
1180 IF EW =1 THEN 4000 : REM BOMB EXPLODES 
1190 GOTO670 
2000 PMODE4,5:SCREEN1.O 
2010 AM = CS(H):BM = -SN(H) 
2020 OM = SN(H)*CSIP) 
2030 EM = CS(P)*CS(H) 
2040 FM = SNIP) 
2050 GM=-SN(H)*SNIP) 

NIPI*CSIH) 
2070 IM=CS(P) 
2080 PCLS:CF = 1:LINE(123,96)-(133,96);PSET:LINE(128,91)- 
(128,101), PSET 
2090 FORE=1 TONE 
2100 EA = ABSIEIE)) 
2110 X = WIEA,1)-XS 
2120 ¥ = VIEA,2)-YS 
2130 Z= ViEA,3)-2S, 
2140 GOSUB 3010 
2150 X3 = AM*X + BM*Y 
2160 Y3 = DM*X + EM*Y + FM*Z 
2170 23 = GM*X + HM*Y + IM*Z 
2180 U= 128-150°X3/Y3 
2190 V =96-127.5°Z3/Y3 
2200 IF U> 255 THEN U=255 
2210 IF U<O THEN U=0 
2220 IF V>255 THEN V = 255 
2230 IF V< 0 THEN V=0 
2240 IF E\E)> 0 THEN LINE(U1,V1)-(U,V), PSET 
2250 B = PEEK(65280):1F B = 253 OR B = 125 THEN 82 

=1€LSEB82=0 
2260 IF E< > NE THEN 2320 
2270 IF U1>U THEN MU =(U1-U)/2 +U ELSE MU 

=(U-U1)/2+U1 
2280 IF V1> V THEN MV = (V1-V)/2 + V ELSE MV=(V-V1)/2+V1 
2290 IF MU> 128 THEN DX = MU-128 ELSE DX = 128-DX 
2300 IF MV> 96 THEN DY =MV-96 ELSE DY =96-MV 
2310 IF DX<§ AND DY<5 AND XS> 10 AND YS> 580 

AND YS< 620 
AND ZS> 900 THEN MP =1 ELSE M 
2320 U1 =U:V1=V 
2330 IF RO< 15 AND ZS> 990 THEN SOUND 255-RO,1 
2340 NEXT E 
2350 IF EW=1 THEN 4000 
2360 HT=0 
2370 IF B2 = 1 THEN GOSUB 5000 : REM FIRE 
2380 IF HT = 1 THEN 6000 : REM HIT 
2390 GOTO 670 
2400 DATA8 
2410 DATA 5.25,-2,3.25 
2420 DATA -5.25,-2,3.25 
2430 DATA -.25,-2,-3.25 
2440 DATAS.25,-2,-3.25 
2450 DATA 5.25,2,3.25 
2460 DATA -5.25,2,3.25 
2470 DATA -5.25,2,-3.25 
2480 DATA 5.25,2,-3.25 
2490 DATA 19 
2500 DATA -1,2,3,4,1,5,6.7,8,5 

C) 

2510 DATA-2, 4,8,1,-4,5 
3000 REM COUNTDOWN 
3010 IF CF=1 THEN CF =0 ELSE 3040 
3020 IF FL= 1 THEN PUT(225, 10)-(255,0),0,PSET 
3030 DRAW"BM244,5" + NOS(US) + "BM239,5” + NOS(TS) + 
"BM228,5" + NOS(UM) 
3040 IF TIMER< 50 THEN RETURN 
3050 TIMER =0:DP = JOYSTK(1):0H = JOYSTK(O) 
3060 PUT(245,10)-(254,0),A,PSET 
3070 $1 =0:S2=0 
3080 US=US-1 
3090 IF US< 0 THEN US =9:S1 =1 
3100 DRAW"BM245,5" + NOS(US) 
3110 IF UM=0 AND TS =0 AND US =0 THEN EW=1 
3120 IF S1< > 1 THEN RETURN ELSE TS = TS-1:1F TS< 0 THEN 
TS=5:S2=1 
3130 PUT(238, 10)-(242,0),A,PSET 
3140 DRAW"BM239,5~ + NOS(TS) 
3150 IF S2< > 1 THEN RETURN ELSE UM = UM-1:IF UM< 0 THEN 
UM=0 
3160 PUT(228,10)-(234,0),A,PSET 
3170 DRAW"BM228,5” + NOS(UM) 
3180 RETURN 
3200 NOS(1) = "BU3BR3D38L3BD3BR3U3BR1" 
3210 NOS(2) ="BU3R3D3L303R3BU3BR1” 
3220 NOS{(3) = "BU3R3D3L3BD3R3U3BR17 
3230 NOS(4) = “U3BR3D3L3BD3BR3U3BR1” 
3240 NOS(5) = “U3R3BD3L3BD3R3U36R1” 
3250 NO$(6) = “U3BR3BD3L3D3R3U3BR1” 
3260 NOS(7) = “BU3R3D6BU3BR1” 
3270 NOS(8) = “U3R3D3L3D3R3U3BR1” 
3280 NOS(9) = “U3R3D3L3B803BR3U3BR!" 
3290 NOS(0) = “U3R303BL3D3R3U3BR1” 
3300 RETURN 
4000 REM EXPLODE BOMB. 
4010 POKE GHFF23,GH3C 
4020 FOR I= 1 TO 4:PCOPY 1 TO1+4:NEXTI 
4030 PMODE 4,5:SCREEN 1,0 
4040 FOR 1=1 TO50 
4050 CIRCLE(SX,SY),1 
4060 FOR J= 1 TO RND(10):POKE&HFF20,RNO(127): 

POKEGHFF20, 0:POKE&HFF22, RND(255): NEXT J 
4070 NEXT! 
4080 PMODE 3,5:SCREEN1,1 
4090 DRAW"BM5,20S8C5BUBRSBL4D8BR8* 
4100 ORAW"U8BRBDBBU4L8BD4BR12” 
4110 ORAW"U8RBBD4LSBD4REBR4” 
4120 DRAW"BM193,130U8RSBD4L8BD4REBR4” 
4130 DRAW"UBFBU8BD88R4* 
4140 DRAW”UBR6F2D4G2L68R12S4" 
4150 FOR |= 1 TO 2000:NEXT ! 
4160 SCREEN 0,0:CLS 

4170 PRINT “HAVING SINGULARLY FAILED TO 
*:PRINT"SAVE THE WORLO” 

4180 PRINT “WOULD YOU LIKE TO TRY AGAIN?” 
4190 PRINT “ENTER Y OR N>* 
4200 A$ = INKEY$ 
4210 IF A$ ="" THEN 4200 
4220 IF A$ ="Y" THEN GOSUB 
7000:Ft = 1:XS=0:YS =0:H =0:HT =0:€W =0:GOTO 670 
4230 POKE 65494,0 : REM NORMAL PROCESSOR RATE 
4240 END 
5000 REM FIRE AT BOMB 
5010 X =0:Y = 128:POKE &HFF23,H3C 
5020 FOR 1=1 1032 
5030 LINE(X,Y)-(X+4,Y-1),PSET 
5040 LINE(256-X, Y)-(251-X,¥-1), PSET 
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DRAGON/TANDY COLO 

5050 X =X +4:¥ = Y-1:POKEGH 
5060 NEXT | 
5070 CIRCLE(128,96),4:PAINT(128,96),1:SOUND127,1:X= 

O:Y=128 
5080 FOR I= 11032 
5090 CIRCLE(128,96),4 +1/8 
5100 LINE(X,Y)-(X 
5110 LINE(256-X, ¥)-(251-X,¥-1 
5120 X=X+8:Y =¥-2 
5130 NEXT! 
5140 IF MP =1 THEN HT =1 
5150 RETURN 
6000 REM HIT BOMB 
6010 PRINT” YOU HAVE SAVED THE WORLD” 
6020 PRINT" WITH™:STRS(UM). 
LEN(STRS(TS))-1); RIGHTS(STRS(US),LEN(STRS(US))-1) 
TO SPARE 

6030 GOTO 4180 
7000 REM INSTRUCTIONS 
7010 SCREEN 0,0:CLS 
7020 CLS 
7030 PRINT“LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY? 
7040 PRINT"ENTER A NUMBER 1 TO9 
7050 PRINT" (1 = HARD,9 = EASY)” 
7060 I$ = INKEY$ 
7070 IF 1S = "* THEN 7060 
7080 IF I< “1” OR I$> "9" THEN 7060 
7090 UM = VAL(IS):TS =5:US = 10 
7100 CF = 1:TIMER = 50 
7110 ZS = (VAL(IS) + 1)*100 
7120 PRINT*LEVEL *:1$ 
7130 PRINT” PLEASE WAIT 
7140 RETURN 

4,Y-1), PRESET 

FF20,255:POKEGHFF20.0 

PRESET 

“:RIGHTSISTRS(TS), 

48K SPECTRUM FRED 
Author: Indescomp O) 

Action beneath the 
Pyramids! 
Fearless Fred the 
Intrepid Archaeologist 
searches the creepy 
catacombs below 
the torrid tomb of 
‘Tootiecarmoon'for the 
terrible treasures amidst 
monstrous mummies, 
ghastly ghosts, bats 
and rats! 

COMMODORE 64 
BOOGABOO (THE FLEA) 
Author: Indescomp 1) 

Itchy action! 
Jump your way out of the 

@uic! 

48K SPECTRUM 
RAYMOND BRIGGS’) 
THE SNOWMAN 
Author: David Shea 

‘An enchanting game based 
around episodes of Raymond 
Briggs’ amazingly successful 

All games marketed exclusively by Quicksilva Limited. 
Please send me the games | have ticked. 
enclose cheque’P.0. for 
‘Send to Quicksilva Mail Order, 
P.O. Box6, 
Wimbome, Dorset BA21 7PY. 
Telephone: (0202) 891744 
Name 
Address — 

caves with Bugaboo the flea 
but beware of the fearsome 
Dragon as you jump around 
the exotic vegetation. 
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kt, ett Gs 
fax speceum, 5 WARNING: These programs are sold according to 

QUICKSILVA Ltd's terms of trade and condiions of sale. 
(Copies of whach are avaiable on request 
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It was the best then.. 
Chess-players with a 48K Spec- 
trum will find this program ideal 
if they are stuck for a partner. 

I have seen other chess 
games for computers, but as far 
as | am concerned, this is the best 

. and now it’s even 
better, with these 
new features: so far, and should give hours of 

enjoyment to the chess buff. B.B. 
* Unique digital chess clock. 

Automatically records time taken 
by player and computer 

* On-screen indication of total 
possible moves 

* Interrupt facility- forces 
computer to play current 
best move FOR 48K 

* Opening book of over 5,000 moves! ONLY 

95% 
100% 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 75% 
value for money 100% 

xk kK 

Maserchess the game = - real ee eh 95 x 

= YOURVISA reiecticmilivoSenpiase 
OR ACCESS Sacasoppostapeckngperorey 

UIINIE> et trcaet (4a) 4 27217 MIKRO-GEN, 1 Devonshire Cottages, London Rd, Bracknell RG122TO 

YOU CANT STOP PLAYING 
’) Willy, Horace,Cuthbert. 
Hyou own a T1-99/¢ you missed a > 

‘Flot of FUN 
Dont worry 
LIONEL will 

| change that 

A.J. DENNING 
(DUPLICATORS) 

QUALITY CONTROLLED CASSETTE DUPLICATING 

QUALITY & SERVICE AT COMPETITIVE RATES 

} ata 
5 See 

INTRIGUE 
QUALITY SOFTWARE 

Constant Sringent checks Made Throughout — oo oy 

comics JOURNEYS BEYOND, 
Despatched Normally Within 10 Days From Receipt YOUR Ac aa 

Of Master. INGRAPHICS & TEXT FOR THE TE994A" * 

PRICE en he 
| ADVENTUREMANIA 
| Discover tHe uenmeare ours 

a 2 

C10 From 28p Including Case. 
C15 From 31p Including Case. 

CONTACT US NOW FOR YOUR PERSONAL QUOTATION. 

Ad. DENNING (DUPLICATORS) 

19 The Crescent, 
Henleaze, 
Bristol. 

BS9 4RW Tel (0272) 623267 
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EDU-GAME is anew conceptin 
education. Various subjects are 
covered by different tapes including | 
sequential programmes in Spelling 
and Maths -to 5th year High School | 
level. When you have finished your 
lesson reward yourself with a FREE | 
game on the other side. 

VIC 20 
VALUED AT ONLY 

INCL. VAT AND POST 
AND PACKAGING. 

STOP PRESS 
Cut-p! Yes we're ready — choose now from 

over 50 educational programmes 
designed for the CBM 64. 

CBM 64 FOR ONLY £599 INCE-VAT AND 

PACKAGING. 

DISTRIBUTI 4 PLEASE SEND FOR FURTHER DETAILS ON YOUR 

a cUDEY PROGRAMMES: 

NAME 

ADDRESS 
Begenoy Software 

Runnymede Malt House Room 18 
Runnymede Road Egham Surrey TW20 980 

Telephone Egham (0784) 34377 Telex 919778 
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While attempting to discover a 
new sea route through a group 
of volcanic islands, you are 
shipwrecked in a sudden storm 
off the south coast of Saurus 
Island. 

You reach the safety of the 
island ‘but have to traverse it, 
searching for materials to build 
and make a raft before you can 
set sail for the mainland and 
home, You have to sail from the 
calm waters of the northern 
shores. 

Saurus Island has only been 
seen from the air before. It has 
remained unexplored because 
pilots of the aircraft have 
reported horrendous, strange 
and gigantic creatures lurking in 
its swamps and forests, These 
creatures are dinosaurs, extinct 
except on Saurus Island. 

No man has dared to set foot 
‘on it before, Will you survive 
the dangers of Saurus Island? 

You will travel by many 
different routes meeting many 
hazards. Like all coverers, 
you need to keep an accurate 
log of your journey saying who 
or what you meet and the 
hazards you encounter. 

Most of the land is low and 
flat and warm seas frequently 
flood it. There are many 
marshes and swamps with a lot 
of green plants resembling giant 
ferns which thrive in this warm 
moist climate. Streams have 
their sources in the high areas 
and flow quickly down 
mountain sides, often by way of 
gorges or waterfalls, 

They then flow sluggishly 
over the flat plains until they 
reach the sea. Ravines, and pits 
appear everywhere caused by 
many factors. Perhaps as the 
earth was formed meteors fell 
from space; perhaps by the 
movement of rock; earthquakes 
or by voleanic eruptions. 

Volcanoes may erupt at any 
time, sending out streams of 
lava’ so hot that everything 
within its path is burnt, or they 
may hurl out massive boulders 
in all directions, or ash or 
poisonous gas. 

‘And remember, the island is 
full of dinosaurs lurking every- 
where, Some, like Ankylo- 
saurus and Stegosaurus are 
friendly plant eaters whose 
defence is an outer coat of 
armour plating and whose 
biggest enemies are the meat 
eaters, like Tyrannosaurus Rex. 

To meet Tyrannosaurus Rex 
means instant death. Pterano- 
don is a dreadful dragon like 
reptile and king of the air, with 
a long pointed beak, no feathers 
and wings like a glider. Travel 
with caution if you meet this 
creature, 

Naturally any discoverer will 
have prepared for mishaps, but 
remember you have been 
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100 

102 

118 
120 
122 
124 
126 
128 
130 
150 
160 
170 
180 
190 

30008 
200 

263 
230 

240 
250 
260 
270 
280 
290 

1200 
300 
310 
320 

340 

350 
360 
370 
380 
390 
400 

470 

xei2i 

RUS 

D=RND(16) +1431 E=RND(16) +163! FeRND(16) +1831 
(16)42031 HeRND (16) +2234 

Xe28St Y=Or ropesir drinking=0 
CLS:PRINT TAB(O,3)CHRS(141) ;CHRS(131);"S A U 
ISLAND" 

PRINT TAB(O,4)CHRS (141) ;CHRS (131) 
SL AND" 
PRINT TAB(1,5)CHRS(150);"A journey through t 

AURU 

PRINT TAB(B,8) CHR (145) ;CHRS (206) 
TAB(,9) CHRS (150) ; CHRS (255) 
‘TAB(, 10) CHRS (150) ; CHR# (255) 
JAB(B, 11) CHRS (150) ; CHR (255), 
‘TAB(, 12) CHRS (150) ; CHRS (255) 
TAB( 1,13) CHRS (145) | CHRS (215)  CHRS (150) 

SCHR (255) 5 WS; WSs CHRS (145) | CHRE (197) 
14) CHRS (150) 1 CHRS(255) 
15)CHR# (150) }CHRS (255) 
16) CHRS (150) ;CHRS (255) 

PRINT TAB(8, 17) CHRS (150) ; CHRS (255) 
PRINT TAB(B, 18)CHRS (145) ;CHRS (211) 
PRINT TAB(19,19)CHRS (131); "Which Direction?” 
INPUT TAB(21,21) ,ZS 
IF 2S="N" THEN 
IF Z@="S" THEN 

PRINT TAB(20,23); "Wrong sign": FORT = 1 TO 
NEXT Ts GOTO’ 100 
ABRND(16)4G31 BeRND(16)+103: CeRND(16)+1231 

G=RND 
TeRND(16)+243: JeRND(16)+ 

IF XA OR XeB OR XeC OR X=D OR XmE OR X=F OR, 
XeG OR X=H OR X=I OR XeJ THEN 900 

IF X>™250 AND X<=255 THEN 1000 
IF X>=122 AND X<#127 THEN 1000 
IF X>=151 AND X<=157 THEN 1100 
IF X2=184 AND X<*189 THEN 1100 
IF X>"246 AND X<=250 THEN 1200 
IF X=290 OR X=291 OR X=238 OR X=239 OR X=197 

OR X*198 OR X=118 OR X=119 OR X=49 OR XeSO THEN 

IF X>=210 AND X<=212 THEN 1300 
IF X>=165 AND X<=167 THEN 1300 
IF X>=103 AND X<=105 THEN 1300 

330 IF Xe191 OR X=172 OR X=146 OR X=B4 THEN 1300 

IF X=53 OR X=90 OR X=91 OR Xe110 OR Xmi33 OR 
X=134 THEN 1400 

IF X2=72 AND X<=77 THEN 1400 
IF X)=94 AND X<=9@ THEN 1400 
IF X=52 OR X=117 THEN 1500 
IF X=256 OR X=237 THEN 1600 
IF X>=224 AND X<=235 THEN 1700 
IF X=216 OR X=i96 OR Xm176 OR X=169 OR X=149 

OR X=128 OR X=108 OR X=87 THEN 1700 
IF X=209 THEN 1800 
IF X=158 OR X=34 THEN 1900 
IF X=44 THEN 2000 
IF X=85 OR Xmi1i OR X=136 OR X=194 THEN 2100 
IF X>=1_ AND X<=31_ THEN 2200 
IF X>=37 AND X<=43 THEN 2200 
IF X=46 OR X=47 OR X=40 OR X=6i OR X=66 OR X 

=67 OR X=80 OR X=B1 OR X=i00 OR X=i01 OR X=120 OR 
OR X=294 OR X=295 OR X=286 OR X=287 OR X=314 

IF X>=140 AND x 
IF X=160 AND 
IF X2=179 AND 
IF X>=200 AND 
IF X2=220 AND 
IF X>"240 AND xX<=242 
IF X>=260 AND Xx<=262 
TF X>=280 AND X<=284 
IF X>=300 AND X<=308 
THEN 2200 
IF X>=320 AND x<=340 
THEN 2200 

shipwrecked and the only 
equipment you managed to save 
i 

a compass 
© a penknife 
© rope 
© drinking water 
@a badly damaged map of the 

area 
As you trek around the island 

you may need to replace lost 
equipment but you must visit a 
certain spot on the edge of the 
forest for twine, you must find 
this place. Remember you need 
wood and two lots of rope to 
build your raft. You begin with 
‘one lot of rope. If you lose this 
it needs replacing. 

You will need fresh water for 
drinking and a visit to the 
spring is necessary once you 
have started your journey 

jood luck and have a safe trip 
home. 

You may find it useful to 
make booklets showing the 
island, giving the rules of the 
game and allowing for space for 
the explorer’s log to be kept, 
which will include illustrations 
of the dinosaurs met, and the 
route taken: 

Instructions: Move through 
the island one square at a time 
in any of the four compass 
directions. You are not allowed 
to move into the sea. You must 
visit the spring for fresh water 
at least once. Twine is found 
near the forest but you must 
find the exact spot. Your 
survival kit is a compass, a 
penknife, rope, drinking water, 
a badly damaged map. Always 
remember to log your journey 
You may cross any obstacles 
that you see. 

‘omputing for all the 
Family, £6.45, covers simple to 
advanced BASIC programming 
and contains four games listings 
and 25 instructional program: 
Published by Sigma Technical 
Press, $ Alton Road 
Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 SDY, 



IPOS RASS Doe 
OGRAM 

600 CLS: PRINT TAB(S, 10) CHRS (141) ;CHRS (136); CHRE 
(134) sCHRS (157) ;CHRE(129)5°S AF E HOVE "yCH 
R156) 

610 PRINT TAB(6,11)CHRS (141) sCHRS (136) sCHRS (134) 
sCHRS(157);CHRS(129);"S AF E MOVE “;CHRSCIS 
3) 

620 FOR K = 1 TO 15s SOUND 1,~13,RND(20) 5s NEXT 
K 
630 FOR T = 1 TO 3000: NEXT Ts GOTO 100 
900 CLS: FOR L = 1 TO 3: FOR M = -15 TO -11 SOUN 

D 2,M,1,51 NEXT M 
10’ PRINT TAB(S, 4) CHRS (136) sCHRS (129) » “AH-H-H-H— 

Ht PRINT TAB(12,6)CHRS (136) 5 CHRS (129) j "AH-H-H-H-H 
"ys PRINT TAB(19,)CHRS (136) s CHR (129) 5 "@H-H-H-H-H” 

PRINT TAB(7,11)CHRS (136) ;CHRS(129)4"S UD D 
PRINT TAB(18, 13)CHRS (136) ;CHRE (129) )"D E A T 

NEXT L. 
PRINT TAB(7,17)CHRS(130) ;"BACK TO THE BEGINN 
FOR T = 1 TO 3000: NEXT T 
RUN 
CLS: PRINT TAB(O, 1) sCHRS(141)sCHRE(131)5°S T 

EGOSAURUS BEWARE 
1002 PRINT TAB(O,2)}CHRS(141);CHRE(15195"S TE G 
OSAURUS EWARE™ 
1008 FOR atego = 1 TO Si AASRND(3S2)s BB@RND(14)+4 

1010 PRINT TAB(AA,BB) CHRS (136) sCHRS (145) }CHRS (244 
) ;CHRS (244) CHR (244) 
1020 PRINT TAB(AA,BB+1)CHRS (136) ;CHRS(145) 4 YS 
1030 PRINT TAB(AA~1 ,BB+2)CHRS (156) jCHRS (145) fCHRE 

(240) p¥8) CHR (255) 
1040 PRINT TAB(AA~1 ,BB+3) CHRS (156) sCHRS (145) 1CHRE 

(182) } CHRS (233) | CHR# (160) ;CHRS (182) | CHRS (253) 
1050 VDU 71 FOR T = 1 TO 10001 NEXT Tr 

NEXT stego 1 GOTO 100 
1100 CLS: PRINT TAB(O,1)CHRS(136)5 

CHRS (141) ;CHRE( 129)5 
“ANKYLOSAURUS" 

1102 PRINT TAB(O,2)CHRS 
(136) ;CHRE (141) 5 
HR (129) 5 
“ANKYLOS AURUS" 

1104 PRINT TAB(1,4)CHRS (156) ;CHRS (129) 5 "KIND AND 
GENTLE" 
1106 FOR ank = 1 10 5 
1110 CC*RND (3001 _EE=RND(16) +4 
1120 PRINT TAB(CC,EE) CHRS (136) ; CHRS (146) sCHRE (248 

) | CHRS (255) 5 CHRS (255) ; CHRS (244) 5 CHRS (240) 
1130 PRINT TAB(CC~2,EE+1) CHRS (136) | CHRS (146) | CHRE 
(240) CHR (1.56) CHR (182) s CHR (233) sCHRS (182) CHE 
233) 
4140 PRINT TAB(CC-2,€E+2) CHRS (156) ;CHRS (146) ;CHRE 
Gen 
1150 DU 7: FOR T = 1 TO 1000: NEXT Tr NEXT ankt 

60TO 100 
1200 CLS: PRINT TAB(O,6)CHRE (141) ;CHRE (131) 5"S W 

ane s* 
1210 PRINT TAB(O,7)CHRS(141) ;CHRS(IS1)5"5 WA MP aa 
1220 PRINT TAB(O,10)CHRS (150); "WARM SEAS FLOODED 

OVER THE LOW FLAT® 
1230 PRINT TAB(O,12)CHRS(130) 4 "LAND.GREEN PLANTS 

GREW_IN_ ABUNDANCE: * 
1235 PRINT TAB(O,14)CHRS(130);"GO WITH CARE,” 
1240 PRINT TAB(O,20)CHRS(135);"Hit any key to con 

tinue": keyhit=GET: GOTO 100 
1300 CLS+ PRINT TAB(17,@)CHRS(146) ) CHRS (224) 
1305 PRINT TAB(17,9)CHRS (146) sCHRE(250)1 PRINT TA 

)CHRS (146) 5 CHRS (232) 
1310 PRINT TAB(12, 10) CHRS (146) )CHRS(254) | CHRE (160 

) | CHRS (160) 5 CHRE (160) j CHRS (250) | CHRS (255) j CHRE (180 

i 
Verse 
ane 8 

| 2 f F fomat T 1 q 

W Fresh water 

2 

monsters let you. Tony Noble’s program, for both models 
of the BBC micro, is taken from his book, Computing for all 

the Family with a BBC Computer, just published by Sigma 
Technical Press 
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» scum (160) jc (1600 cH (1400 CHAE L400 cH 160 | Home (ase) foun (181) {S20 PRINT TaB(11,11)CHRE 146) sche (224) soHRe 250 syeene 104) sCuRs (100) jcome (224) forme (Zee) fons (2a 2 Venme cas) jeune (10) }cuma (160) ehme(160) }EMRE C10 ‘hours (aoe) youn (258) forme (161) 1$s0 print’ Tap(1i, 12} chs iae) sche (250) ,cHRe (23s sycumaciet) suns (150) schms (250) hVey CHAR 176) Fen abo) seune (140) seuRe (10) sy Sab PRINT TABC1O, 18) ches (46) CHS (254) soHRE (23S » jeune (250) scrme (253) jcrme (250) jay cums (255) joo Bish suns (255) scams (10) une (250) je) Come CLD) 1356 PRINT TBC, 1a}oune tise) jchme Zee) jue] ws chs (205) ychme (295) yoo (209) Sto PRINT TABS, 15)CuRs (186) jCHRS (248) jus We] ws wt ses PRINT TaB(0,17)CHRE (135) s "VOLCANOES LIKELY T o'errr at aw TiN" 1570" JacRND 1378 TF gd = 1 THEN PRINT TaB(@,20)CHRE(129) "00 ity, CAUTION': "ELSE PRINT, TABCO,2ONCMRE (LSID = EruPriON. ROUTE. BARRED" 380 IF 39. = 2, THEN PRINT TAB(S,7)CHRE (129) $48 
i308 e793 22" wen Pranr”rapc2,ercHne casts 
Tse 1F°33 = 2 THEN PRINT TAB(S,5)CHRE (130) y"* 
isto eon'T = 1 To sooo: NeXT Tr GoTo 100 1400 CLS: PRINT TAB (G,S)CHRE (ISS) “SEARCH FOR YOU in twine UNO PRINT 1aB(12,5) CNR (138) 5°17 18 NEAR THE {azo PRINT TaB{1a)7)chns ise) | “FOREST EDGE 430 FOR'W © TO" {or P=RND(3O) GSRNOULS) 7 {440 PRINT TaBr,a)eHRe C130) =me~eonns PRINT TABC peSyaetvchme igo) menses iado NexT ns FOR'R = 1 TO 61 SOUND 1, UND f/c10,249,8" NEAT W440" FOR'T =" YO 30001 NEXT Tr GOTO 100 
1800 LS: PRINT TAB(O,1)CHRECL41) jCHRECL29)1°7 W ie 1510 PRINT TaBCo,20¢MRE LAL) soMRACLZN ST WT WE 

13,41,51 SO 

“1520 PRINT TAB(O,S)CHRE(134) 5 "WELL DONE. THIS SPOT 
CONTAINS SOME" 
1530 PRINT TAB(O,7)CHR#(134);"OF THE TWINE THAT Y 

OU NEED. * 
1540 PRINT TAB(O,9)CHRS(134);"BEFORE ARRIVING AT 

THE FINISH YOU" 
1550 PRINT TAB(O. 
OF TWINE,TO MAKE" 
1560 PRINT TAB(O,13)CHRS (134); "THE ROPE. YOU BEGAN 
WITH ONE LoT BUT" 
1570 PRINT TAB(O,15)CHRS(134);"IF YOU HAVE LOST T 

WIS THEN FIND" 
1580 PRINT TAB(O,17)CHRS (134); "ANOTHER SPOT IN TH 

& FOREST FOR MORE." 
1585 PRINT TAB(O,19)CHRS (134) "THE COMPUTER CAN T 

ELL IF YOU CHEAT! !!1© 
1590 PRINT TAB(O,21)CHRS (135); "Hit any key to con 

tinue" 
1595 keyhit=GET: rope=rope+i: GOTO 100 
1600 CLS: PRINT TAB(O,S)CHRE(141);CHRE(129);"R E 

x RAVINE* 
1610 PRINT TAB(O,6)CHRE(141);CHRE(129);"R EX R 
AVINE* 
1620 PRINT TAB(O,9)CHRE(134);"IN TRAVERSING THE R 

AVINE YOU USED ALL" 
1630 PRINT TAB(O,11)CHRS(134) 5 "YOUR ROPE. VISIT TH 

© EDGE OF THE" 
1640 PRINT TAB(O,13)CHRS (134); "FOREST TO COLLECT 

MORE TWINE TO MAKE" 
1650 PRINT TAB(O,15)CHRS(134);"MORE ROPE. YOU MUS T DO THIS To’ GET" 
1660 PRINT TAB(O,17)CHRE(134); "OFF THE ISLAND AS YOU NEED ROPE TO" 
1670 PRINT TAB(O,19)CHRS (134); "BUILD A RAFT.GOOD 

Luck. * 
1680 PRINT TAB(O,22)CHRS (135); "Hit any key to con 

tinue": keyhit=GET: rope=rope-i: GOTO 100 
1700 CLS: PRINT TAB(O,5)CHRS (134) ;CHRE(141)5°R I VER ONT D* 
1710 PRINT TAB(O,6)CHRS(134) ;CHRE(141);"R TV ER 
ONT D* 

1720 PRINT TAB(O,9)CHRS (133); "BOOT LOST IN DECAYI 
NG MATTER IN THE* 

1)CHRS (134) ;"MUST HAVE THO LOTS 

1730 PRINT TAB(O,11)CHRS (133); "RIVER. YOU MUST VIS 
IT_THE GRAVEYARD OF” 
1740 PRINT TAB(O,13)CHRS(133);"B RONTO TOMA 

KE_A REPLACEMENT. * 
1750 PRINT TAB(O,15)CHRS (133); "EACH TIME YOU LOSE A BOOT You MuST™ 
1760 PRINT TAB(O,17)CHRS (133) 4 "VISIT: THE GRAVEYAR 

D OF BRONTO. * 
1770 PRINT TAB(O,20)CHRS(131);"Hit any key to con 

tinue": keyhit=GET: Y=¥-1: GOTO 100 
1800 CLS: PRINT TAB(O, 1)CHRS(141) ;CHRS(135)}"G R AVEYARD OF BRONTO" 
1610 PRINT TAB(O,2)CHRS(141);CHRS(135);"G RAVE 
YARD OF BRONTO" 
1620 PRINT TAB(4,4)CHR$ (136) jCHRS (151) sCHRE (165) 5 CHR (100) 
1830 PRINT TAB(6,5)CHR$ (136) jCHRS (151) ;CHRS (229) 5 CHRS (240) | CHRS (240) j CHR (240) } CHRS (240) | CHRS (240) j CHRS (176) 
1640 PRINT TAB(6,6)CHRS (136) sCHRS (151) sCHR# (162); CHRS (233) 5 CHRS (160) j CHRS (160) | CHRS (182) j CHRS (233) j CHR (162) s CHRS (100) ;CHRE (240) 
1850 PRINT TAB(O,8)CHRS(135)) "HERE LIES THE BODY 

OF BRONTOSAURUS. ” 
1860 PRINT TAB(O,10)CHRS(135); "COLLECT ALL THE SK 

IN THAT YOU NEED" 
1870 PRINT TAB(O,12)CHR$(135);"FOR YOUR BOOTS AND GO _ON YOUR WAY. * 
1880 PRINT TAB(O,18)CHRS(131)"Hit any key to cont tinue"! keyhit=GET! Y=S0: GOTO 100 
1900 CLS: PRINT TAB(O,S)CHRS (141) ;CHRS(134);"W A 
T € R* 

1910 PRINT TAB(O,6)CHRS(141);CHRE(134)5"W AT ER 
1920 PRINT TAB(O,9)CHRS(129); "SAFE DRINKING WATER TAKE ALL YOU NEED." 
1930 FOR DD = 1 TO 5: SOUND 2,-13,RND(100) +50, 101 NEXT DD! drinkingsdrinkingel: FOR'T = 1 TO 7500: NEXT Tr GOTO 100 
2000 CLS: PRINT TAB(O,5)CHRS(141);CHRS(130))"W E LL DONE 
2010 PRINT TAB(O,6)CHRS(141);CHRS(130)5"" ELL DONE* 
2020 PRINT TAB(O,9)CHR#(134);"YOU HAVE SURVIVED S AURUS ISLAND." 
2030 PRINT TAB(O,11)CHR$ (134); "HAVE YOU ENOUGH RO PE TO MAKE YOUR" 
2040 PRINT TAB(O,13)CHRS(134) 

F THE ISLAND?" 
2050 IF Y>=0 THEN PRINT TAB(O,15)CHRE(131)4 "GOOD 

YOU HAVE YOUR BOOTS" ELSE PRINT TAB(O,15)CHRS(131) 
"CHEAT YOU HAVEN'T REPLACED YOUR BOOT! 
2060 IF rope>=2 THEN PRINT TAB(O,17)CHRS (133); "GO 

OD YOU HAVE ENOUGH ROPE" ELSE PRINT TAB(O,17)CHRS( 
133); "CHEAT, GO AND GET MORE ROPE 
2070 IF drinking>=1 THEN PRINT TAB(O,19)CHRS(131) 
"YOU REMEMBERED YOUR WATER" ELSE PRINT TAB(O,19)C 
HRS (131); "CHEAT,GO FOR DRINKING WATER" 

2080 IF Y>=0 AND rope>=2 AND drinking>=1 THEN PRI 
NT _TAB(O,22)CHRS (129) ;"YOU HAVE ALL. NOW FACE THE 
MIGHTY SEA" ELSE PRINT TAB(O,22)CHRS(129) 5 "CHEAT.B 
ACK TO THE BEGINNING" 
2090 FOR T = 1 TO 10000: NEXT T: END 
2100 CLS: PRINT TAB(S,2)CHRS (136) ;CHRS (135); "PTER 

ANODON, BEWARE" 
2110 FOR S = 1 TO 12: VeRND(3S): WeRND(18)+3: VDU 
30 
2120 PRINT TAB(V,W)CHRS (136) ;CHRE (151) }CHRS(180)5 
CHRS (160) ;CHRS (232): PRINT TAB(V,W+l)CHRS (136) ;CHR 
$151) sCHRS (162) ; CHRS (255) 5 CHR (161) 
2130 VDU 7: FOR T = 1 TO SOO: NEXT Ts NEXT S: GOT 

0 100 
2200 CLS: PRINT TAB(O,5)CHRS(141);CHRE (134) 5 "CHEA 

T_YOUR"RE IN THE SE A’ 
2210 PRINT TAB(O,6)CHRS (141) sCHRS (134); "CHEAT YOU 

R'RE IN THE S E A” 
2220 PRINT TAB(O,9)CHRS(129);"OH NO!! YOU ARE N 

0 T ALLOWED To" 
2230 PRINT TAB(O,11)CHRS (129); "PADDLE. 
2240 PRINT TAB(O,13)CHRS(131);"BACK TO START.REME 

MBER TO BEGIN AT™ 
2245 PRINT TAB(O,15)CHRS (131); "THE CORRECT SQUARE 

“RAFT AND TO GET OF 

2250 SOUND 2,-15,9,401 FOR T = 1 TO 10000: NEXT T 
2 RUN 
> 
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AGF Joystick Interface Il 
for Spectrum or ZX81 

QuickShot 
discount off our Programmable 

Interface~valid 1] year on orders over £18 

[a] BED free mic arcade game -pmore 
PSE 4_ =. FF E = 

SOS... 

post free both ways 



Tower coutol ne Course and alse of course 2 
TIH-99/4A £7 planes that are airborne and Black Jack/ fort here, games. nave 

Not Polyoptics, from Stainless, SOming in to land. At the s ‘an Slot Machine the limitations of BASIC and 
10 Alstone Rd, Stockport, fue Yor must Rot forget (0 Sord M5 £8.95 |‘ memory restriction. Bur these 
a ground. : Games, Golding Hill, it in the games, Also, 
Here's a chance to exercise some Because the program is 1, Essex. iio 2RR attracton of 
brain power instead of fi continually undating the screen gambling games such as these is 
imusclés: inthis simiviadion/ ol display zo eirerah ss ying As if you didn’t know, Black money, computer simulations, 

controller's dittesssar’ 2, {POL COMmnamds: seseme very) Jack is the card game as close to not just for the MS, very often flight, 
Washington airport, 

There are three levels, ranging 
from beginner to pro, but even 
the easiest proves demanding. 

The screen shows runways and 
surrounding area as it would be 
seen on @ controller's scanner. 
The aircraft appear as small 
white blips and there is a storm 

slow, and can be inaccurate. If 

on 
locks up the program, in which 
case you have to break and start 
again. 

fee abl absolutely ‘no skill and 
‘maintain interest for long. 

I'm afraid this games pack is no 
exception. 

iw. 

cloud for them to avoid. The instructions 85% how much you want to bet and 
object is to safely land five playability 73% IRN. The computer value for money 

Bontrl of A powile TO arc tlue fo ion ovine a control of a le 10 aircraft value for money 
some snap decision making is erage eggereg nudge, hold or gamble, 
required. 

‘Cases Computer Simulations, 14 
Canton Way, London SE3 7TL 

A management game for one to 
six players. You decide how 
much to manufacture, what to 
spend on advertising, research, 
new equipment dividends and 
your sale price, 

___ Prompts give last year's details 
under each headin; i 
are secret althou; 

selects two to. 25 years and 
strikes, taxes and Japanese 
imports abound, Bar and pie 
charts of all players’ assets and 
sales are displayed and yearly 
results, in the form of company 
accounts, are displayed — 
(where everyone sees them) or 
sent to printer — 10 inches of 
paper per company per year 
could bankrupt you! 

Instructions say the object is to 

and to pay dividends, but the 
winner [ev the one. with, most 
assets and dividends decrease 
~ these. Strangely, obsolete stock 

makes the balance sheet give an 
increased (and false) total of 
assets — mismanagement could 
win! This and the failure to erase 
parts of previous prompts, 
causing confusion, spoils the © 
game and questions the 

dards of the 1983 Cambridge 
“Award won by this program. 
Bugs corrected, this game might 
while away a ‘rainy afternoon, 
Warning: do not use this to do 
forecasts for a real business.D.C, 

; make your shares highest valued 

“instructions cose 

sraphics 50% 
‘value for money 60% 

a 24 = Crescent, 
Bracknell, Berks 

No insert instructions — not 
even loading. Side 1 contains an 
instruction program and, as each 
further page of over-crowded, 

Use your 
brain as 

well 
complicated instructions 

Think and zap in a new Same erty tae groan 
selection of games for the forced continuance “I'd” have 

jiven up then. Printed 
Spectrum, Sord M5, Dragon —» feinuion,rorefeene din 

and TI-99/4A 5 Pe elt vee ino 
a black hole with your tachygen, 
it promptly breaks into 20 
randomly scattered through 
time, which you must find to, 
return to your own time. 

Each era displays the same 
green field, Sparano 
Unconvincing graphics 

a representing, you told, 
‘you. Roman soldiers or such, i sometimes, weapons,” bits of 

eo 
rotating an arrow and fire 

similar arrow rotation. Unfaisly, 
the other characters seem to get 
longer moves than you and, if 

you cannot move 
could shoot but 

g In Microdeal, 4 Truro Rd, 
Austell, Cornwall PL2S SJE 
1 have to admit that while the 
‘Cuthbert series is the flagship of 
this particular software house, 1 
was less than impressed by 
another in the series. This one is 

Es Hl i i i i I jout_ weapon, 
fither walt until” your, wound 
points are used up and you die, 

you 

(or try to jump to another era. i 
wish I could find something nice 
tosay about this prograr 
instructions 3% 
paavapiicr 15% 

ics. 10% 
value for money 15% 

Here the mine has been taken 
ver by Mowonians end is order 
to escape you have to jump your way 10 the exit avoiding ore 
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John Men 



NEW AMAZING LOW PRICES! 
WRITE OR PHONE NOW FOR OUR CATALOGUE OF NEARLY 600 

TITLES FOR THE ATARI, BBC, CBM 64, DRAGON, ORIC, 
SPECTRUM AND ZX81 ALL AT DISCOUNT PRICES! AND GET. 
AUTOMATIC FREE MEMBERSHIP OF THE SOFT TOUCH CLUB. 
AS A MEMBER YOU WILL RECEIVE A REGULAR NEWSLETTER CONTAINING NEWS REVIEWS, SPECIAL OFFERS, COMPETITIONS 
AND THE SOFT TOUCH HELPLINE TO ASSIST WITH THOSE 

PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS! 
ELECTRON, VIC 20, IBM, T199a and TRS 80 ALSO CATERED FOR 

ATARI COMMODORE 6¢ _ ORIC PIRATE ADVENTURE, 3D TIME TREK PROBE 3 (+ ATMOS) DONKEY KONG COLLOSUS CHESS ZORGONS REVENGE SECRET MISSION ARCADIA BATTY BUILDERS PLOT es STEEPLEJACK, JUMPING JACK LeGart SKRAMBLE MAGIC winDow. REV OF MUT. CAMELS ISLAND OF DEATH COMPUTER WARGAMES 3 HUNCHBACK. ACHERONS RAGE ZAXXON * KRYSTALS OF ZONG PORE DiGbUG FALCON PATROL - ‘ORIC CALC DRAGO! ac DRAGRUNNER SPECTRUM. CYLON ATTACK WINGS OF JET SET WILLY TWIN KINGDOM VALLEY x BLUE THUNDER GORF ATIC ATAC 2 FLIGHT SIM SPACE SHUTTLE FIGHTER PILOT SNOOKER MAURICE MINOR CYRUS IS CHESS 3D BOMB ALLEY PETTIGREWS DIARY TRASHMAN. KILLER GORILLA DEATH CRUISE WHEELIE HUNCHBACK THE KING ‘ BUGGABOO TH PLANETOIDS. BONKA, é CHEQUERED FLA DAREDEVIL DENNIS y MINED OUT ROYAL BIRKDALE 

z QUILL & VALHALLA OR HOBBIT FOR SPECTRUM £21 - SAVE £9 ON OUR RRP! SCRABBLE FOR SPECTRUM £13.28 ~ RRP £15-9y' QUICKSHOT IL JOYSTICK £9.99 — RRP £il 881 TROJAN LIGHT PENS > SP RRP £17.25, DRAGON £10.38 RRP £11.50! ORIC MON & FORTH £10.99 EACH. RRP £13.00 EACH! ORIC JOYSTICK & INTERFAC ATARI, VCS, COLECOVISION & INTELLIVISION GAMES AND CONSOLES ~ PHONE FORSPECIAL PRICES| 
SEND ORDERS TO; SOFT TOUCH, 8 CARE DRIVE, THRAPSTON, NORTHANTS NNI44TA, PHONE. 08012 400 

] Please rash me 
Name 
Address 

eee UC oe eee Sainte | omsucee eam capensis ‘ote 

TOP SAVINGS He OMe oe ok PRINTERS & ex MONITORS & VDU's avevai Hehe e2a9.95 trict mcg akecitke 
BROTHER evar NEC J8201ME_ wns 1500 £1606.00  Saavo tin ur Wns in Sssno fiesese Savoia coe fins sono friseoy amuse eset you €P22 .¢ 2 sol ee TELEVIDEO 910 VOU £489.00 trae 00 SuEETFoeDen ANON nicox A CO OOS x PJ1080A 40cps . RP1300S £915.00 asexoa1sme £1276.00 PW1080A 160cps RP1600S £1190.00 286k 0.315MB MONITOR £1440.00 Pantsea isos ries sneer FeeDeR £459.00 JeoxSisess Eiaas.00 DIABLO RP1600S TRACTOR £138.00 256K 315Kx2 MONITOR £1575.00 sa0ar Flownren seas ci248.00 ‘Linus 

‘SHEET FEEDER SEIKOSHA 128K 1.2MB 
EPSON GP100A 286K 24MB BxeoT GP250x 256K 10MB_ Bxeor/T GP700A Colour 2K MEMORY EXPANSION Fxe0 ¥ ‘256K MEMORY EXPANSION pee ineea ‘samaidé 512K MEMORY EXPANSION 

MANNESMANN TALLY Sewn sox srremaCiousanggie || hare 
wrt, Has auaataiat cen wrieo ‘COMMODORE DISK 1541 £165.21 MT160 COMMODORE C2N 1830 CASSETTE £36.51 cil aeaidlae 1550 COMMODORE MPS8O1 PRINTER £175.00 Sranveren ros i receonuurtesencs £58.80 201020058 Stanwer¥ren Floss Saicoonm cess Seto cos Sueerrecoen sheDHi 
‘70 88cps OKI MICROLINE £1499. EXTERNAL 10MB HARD DISK Sisco oxi 0a PRINTERS - OTHER oe KAYPRO aii Skies Anavex oresoo soocse aes aciees Okie £ Ontos zee Ken one Onsen Posau sees ouvert OKI B4A(S), . HERMES 612C 400cps_ 160KB 24320K8 Disk Drives £1895.00 onraee 00 Soxreroe re Shae ee + Wa £850.00 oxtees $00 Oca eswnes weg £558.00 ouaas 29 Sumwacees srectaum Ski detor Sunn Conon TeX srecrmun atx £108.70 SSA SnoEm nauines weicowe 

MAYFAIR MICROS 
362 YORK ROAD LONDON SW181SP_TEL: 01-870 3255 
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JLC DATA DUP 
CASSETTES — DISCS — EPROMS 
* 7 YEARS DATA EXPERIENCE 
* HIGH LEVEL OF SECURITY 
%* NORMALLY NO MASTERING FEE 
%* NORMALLY 7-10 DAY TURNAROUND 
%* 24 HOUR TURNAROUND SUPERFAST 

SERVICE IF REQUIRED 

Cassette Duplication — for most micros. 

Disc Duplication — 35, 40, 80 track S/S, D/S, S/D, 
DD. 

Eprom Duplication — most types. 
All data verified. 
Blank Cassettes, Discs, Eproms — bulk sales only 
Blank Labels — most colours — bulk sales only. 
Labels in sheets or rolls. 

* NEWSERVICE * 
Letter-heads and forms in rolls or fanfold for 
computer printing 

Telephone: (0226) 87707 24 hours 
7 days a week 

Enquiries and accounts to. 
JLC DATA, 49 CASTLE STREET, BARNSLEY, 

SOUTH YORKSHIRE $70 1NT 

In the interests of security, callers without appointments or proof 
‘of company status will not be seen. 

48K SPECTRUM £5.50 
COMMODORE 64) 

SPLAT! 
war 

48K SPECTRUM £5.50 

| ws 

Gniversity Software 
LIBRARY OF ADVANCED MATH/STAT/ECON 

FOR SINCLAIR ZX81 AND SPECTRUM 
‘TAPE 1: MATRIX OPERATIONS ("), (+) 29.95 
IDEA: Inversion, multiplication, addition, subtraction, scalar muttiplicationand 
Goterminants of matrices and vectors within one single program. Any output 
inturn be used as the input of the next operation without retyping. Capacities 
18K ZXB1 : 25x25, 16K Spectrum : 15x15, 48K Spectrum : 48x48, 
‘Side B: Determinants of square matrices. 
‘TAPE 2: POLYNOMIALS (+) 28.95 
SIDE A: includes quadratic equations (as degree 2 polynomials) and Newton 
Raphson and haltinterval search methods for higher degree polynomials. 
Computes the real roots with 8 digits of precision, SIDE 8 : Plat of polynomiatsin 
any interval, valves of real roots, extremum points. 
‘TAPE 3: INTEGRATION (+) 20.95 
SIDE A: Simultaneous integration of two functions by Simpson's and trapezoidal 
rules. Also computes the area enclosed between the twofunctions, SIDE : Plot 
Of two functions in any interval, Integrated area shaded. 
‘TAPE 4: SUPER-REGRESSION (") £14.95 
SIDE A: Anighly developed multivariate regression program with log/ In option 
‘on each variable, allowing for exponential and geometric regressions. Displays 
estimated coetficients, standard errors, 
degrees of freedom, Durbin-Watson st 
of correlation coefficients, INTERPOL 
‘Gxamples (var-xobs): 18K ZXB1 : 2400, 5x200, 10X100, 16K Spect 
2x75, 5x30, 48K Spectrum : 2x1850, 5x900, 10500. SIDE B Plot of bv 
regressions, slope, intercept, R’, standard deviation. 
TAPE 5: PROFESSIONAL LINEAR PROGRAMMING (*) £14.05 
SIDE A: A user friendly optimisation program capable of handling all sorts of 

in of <=> constraints and X;>0, 

‘equations. 
‘TAPE 6: STATISTICS ("), (+) £14.95 
SIDE A: STATISTICAL TESTS ANO DISTRIBUTIONS Chi-square, StudonF- 

hi-square, 

comprehensive histogram with up to 30 cla y 
midpoint values. Capacities : 2X81 : 450, 16K Spectrum : 200, 48K Spectrur 
2000. 

to: UNIVERSITY SOFTWARE, 29, St Peters Street, 
701-389 0978, 

5, 
m 

48K SPECTRUM £5.50 
BBC MODEL B £6.50 48K SPECTRUM £6.60 48K SPECTRUM £5.50 

‘OR DIRECT FROM 
Incentive Software Ltd, 64 London St, 
Re 

Will be visible in the sky tonight. 
You can’t see the one 
that’s watching you. 

Three-dimensional terror from RABBIT SOFTWARE 
RAP £599 inc VAT 

For CBM-64 & ZX Spectrum 48K 
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SPECTRUM 

Listing for Mower 

7: PAPER 7: INK @: FLASH @: BRIGHT @: OVER @: INVERSE @: CLS : GO SU > ne TERIA? e.s)* eeu ne tenant 
nei By deh Harsha and ate 

° 
ky APE GAT Guan SeeUsSTPURTIONSS® is. gctve ypur sonar ground te 

ne arden eafice® SButetng som a ¢fewer Sess *Yecollfuing with thecwsit alfa penta Senlie” © ‘Vettard’ otven enrew |fved.” 

1, 17, 1gpnEH" auaFe Feat ght T=Up ,P=Down’ 

ARRRRRRER! RRR RRR POs ak ACR NC ao 
BETAP adMint! tenbaes) Stun’ (Abe Sal +t Ene 25-0" ‘ 

Isl SLaPBtar ba tact 2ct 8 EE att 

recta ee Ep eat tase 
Arar mie ere | 

- Ane, ESHAR®, Ler xis: LET yei@r LET x2=@r LET y 

( 

Hah’ P88 er ne"e7, READ 21 POKE #,21 NEXT ¢ 

ue: 
ae ata 

HH ue eae 
eat a aes 
Aaa 

23.0 

Listing for Cubit 

1 BORDER @: PAPER @: INK 7: CLS 
3 RESTORE 2: FOR =USR “a” TO USR “f+7: READ a: POKE f,a NEXT f 
4 GO SUB 94 
5 LET hind 
7 LET aceO: LET 1193 

25 LET chance=sheet-5 
26 GO SUB 31 Go suB 44 
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Guide your mower around the 
garden cutting down all the 
weeds while avoiding the 

: LET =*USR 68035: LET boxsbox+1: GO SUB 

OR INKEYS="e" AND y=S+level#2 OR INKEYS= 
THEN GO TO 67 

yeye2:t LET level=level+i: LET m=meier L 
flowers and the garden wall. ET neneié ; When you have demolished | | . 37 17,1Eve~"e" THEN Ler yey-2t LET levelsleveltin LET wem-té: LE 
feo ee | exe2t LET yey-21 LET levelslevel-ir LET ana-iés LE 
harder screen with more 7 IF ‘ - yaye2s LET level=level-in LET marion LE 
flowers. r 
ne af the good points abou ee 

‘our game at the mower p T'scmsce10a: sheatahoattis (| made up of four user-defined || 32 SAU SEP eee aS a eae graphics together for each of 
the four directions. 

How it works 
‘5-90 introduction and instruc- 

tions 
‘92-185 define variables and set 

‘up main screen 

PAPER 8) 
AND sheet=1)+(10 AND sheet: 

130-380 move mower |i SO AND sheet=9)+(28 AND shewt=IB)*t1@ AND eheet=ti)+(1 AND’ ah 
flower, weed or the wall LET count=count~1 re ener gt cers of waite1 THEN LET wait=O: PRINT AT a,by PAPER Gs" ": LET and 

‘7 game over. Alter high sore 
4999.9010 DATA for_user- Stlevel)#2 AND x<>4 THEN’ GO TO &5 

fined graphics 

ry mowing, 
opping and 

driving 
(Awith your 
Spectrum 



60 IF «=4 THEN PRINT AT x-1,ys"OP"SAT x,y-15°M"; PAPER 75" “y PAPER @s°N"3AT 
xe yyg "KL" RETURN, 
61 PRINT AT x-1yyi"HI"ZAT xyy-15"G"s PAPER 73" "s PAPER @;"I";AT x+iyy3 "KL" 
42 RETURN 
@3 PRINT AT x-1,yp"OI"ZAT xyyots "Ms PAPER 7" "s PAPER Qs "J" AT x41 ,y3 "KL" 
64 RETURN 
5 PRINT AT x-1,ys"HP"ZAT x,y-1s"G"s PAPER 7;" "3 PAPER By"N";AT x+1,y3 "KL" 

© 66 RETURN 
48 LET z-USR 60083 
69 PAUSE 18: LET lisli-i 
70_1F ams AND bey THEN PRINT AT 19,75"THE BALL GOT YOU": FOR f=1 TO: 20: NEXT 
2 60 10 73 
71 IF o8x AND pay AND sheet>4 THEN PRINT AT 19,75 “THE SNAKE GOT YOU": FOR f=1 

10 200: NEXT #1 GO TO 73 
72 IF ya15+(S-level) #2 OR y=S+level*? OR level=@ THEN PRINT AT 19,103 "YOU FEL 

L OFF": FOR f-1 TO 200: NEXT F 
73 IF 1i=@ THEN GO TO 75 
74 Go 109 
75 CLs 
76 IF scomi THEN LET hiwsct PRINT AT 4,63 FLASH 1¢°NEW HIGH SCORE" 
77 PRINT AT 10,2;"PRESS ANY KEY TO PLAY AGAIN” 
78 PRINT AT @,8; "YOU SCORED "}sc 
79 PAUSE @: GO TO & 
81 IF sheet>8 THEN LET chance=sheet-7 
@2 PRINT AT o,py INK 93 PAPER 95 "EF" 
@3 IF (RND#7) dchance+i THEN RETURN 
84 LET of*or LET pi=p 
B5 IF o>x AND p<y THEN LET oo-2: LET pspez 
86 IF o>x AND p>y THEN LET a=o-2: LET p=p-2 
87 IF <x AND p2y THEN LET omo+2: LET pp~2 
IF ocx AND p<y THEN LET ovor2: LET pape? 
89 IF 06201 AND po>pl THEN LET ==USR 62000 

9@ PRINT AT o,p; INK 9) PAPER 8; "EF" 
91 PRINT AT oi,ply PAPER 8;" * 
92 IF osx AND p=y THEN GO TO 67 
93 RETURN 
95 PRINT TAB 135 PAPER 15 *CUBIT” 
96 PRINT ‘"YOU MUST GUIDE BERT"*"s INK 3) "AB"; INK 75"*"ON TO ALL THE CUBES WI 

THOUT  g iRAkbENG OFF THE PYRAHID AND BEFORE THE BALL""™s INK 2)"CD"y INK 71 wa"GETS HIM.® 
97 PRINT "ALSO YOU MUST WATCH OUT FOR THE SNAKE"*", INK 6s"EF", INK 75°" "WHICH 

WILL CHASE You." 
198 PRINT "YOU GAIN POINTS BY FILLING IN THE TOPS OF THE SQUARES IN THE PYRA 

MID." 99 PRINT “IF YOU COMPLETE PYRAMID 12 YOU WILL BE AWARDED A BIG BONUS 
100 PRINT "THE CONTROLS ARE: 

v n aoe 
PRINT TAB 4) FLASH 1; "PRESS A KEY TO PLAY 
GO SUB 125 
PAUSE @: RETURN 
cle. 

106 DATA 250, 140,176,192, 192,176,220, 171,73, 147,37 75 4147,444112,192,215,170,21 
34170, 213,58, 13,3,213,59,15,3,5, 13,51, 229,192, 176,92, 173,85, 171,85, 171 
10, 164,201,146, 164,3, 12,48, 192,192, 176,228,171, 192,48, 12,3,3,13,51,229, 
112,48, 192, 192,48, 12,3,213,59,13,5,0,0,8,0,285, 140,176, 192, 
407 RESTORE 106: FOR f=USR “g! TO'USR "r"+7! READ'ar POKE'#,a1 NEXT'¢ 

PRINT "*°TAB 15; "OP" 
PRINT TAB 14," N® 
PRINT TAB 
PRINT TAB 124°" JG oN 
PRINT TAB IKLHIKLP" 
PRINT pum 3G JG NY 
PRINT “OTKLHIKLHIKLHP* 
PRINT "M36 36 36 NY 
PRINT "OTKLHIKLHIKLHIKLHP" 
PRINT “M 36 3G JG 3G Nt 
PRINT "OTKLHIKLHIKLHIKLHIKLHE" 
PRINT TAB 4;"" JG JG JG JG JG N" 
PRINT TAB 43" IKLHIKLHIKLHIKLHIKLHIKLH" 
PRINT TAB 5;"QR QR OR OR OR OR" 
DATA 203,143,191, 255,255, 191,223, 171,75, 147,37,73,147,47,127,255,215,178,21 
213,250, 253,255,213, 251,253,255, 255,253,243, 229,255,191 ,95,171 85,171 ,85)1 

71, 255,252,249, 210,164,201 , 146, 164,3,15,63,255,255,191 ,235,171, 192,248,252, 255,2 
55,253,243,229,0,0,0,0,3,15,63,255,0. 
123 RESTORE 1221 FOR f=U5R'"g" TO'USR'"p"+7: READ a: POKE f,a1 NEXT ¢ 
124 RETURN 
125 DATA 1,10,7,33,255, 29,213, 197,285, 161 ,5, 195,209,225, 125,145, 11141 

6,242,251, 201 
126 DATA'S3,100,1,17,1,0,205,181,3,201 
127 DATA 1,30,3,35,255,0,17, 29,213,197, 205,181 ,3,193,289,225,125,145,111 

416,242,201 
128 DATA 1,1@,100,33,255, 229,213,197, 205, 181 ,3,193, 209,225,125, 145,1 

11,16,262,201 
129 "DATA 1,10,75,33,255,11,17,1,0,229,213, 197,205,181 ,3, 193,209,225, 125, 12,111 

116,242,201 
130 RESTORE 125: FOR #=60800 TO 60106: READ a: PORE ¢,a: NEXT # 
131 RETURN 

19-25 instructions etc 
26-92 main game routine 
93-105 more instructions 
106-131 define characters 

450-65 check lap, print hazards 
80-180 main loop (car lap) 
200-300 print car as it goes out 

of picture 



GO SUB 700: GO SUB 7000 
1@ BORDER 3: PAPER 7: CLS 
12 FOR #=@ TO 21: PRINT AT #,0; PAPER 3;" AT #,253;" ": NEXT £ 
2@ FOR #=@ TO 21: PRINT AT #,7; INK @; PAPER 6; AT £,24; NEXT 
3@ LET lap=@: LET da=100 
4@ LET b=RND#12+9 
42 PRINT AT @,13 INK O;"LAP:";lap;AT @,26;"LAP:";lap 
46 IF lap=1@ THEN GO TO S00 
48 FOR f=@ TO 21: PRINT AT f,8; PAPER 7 
S@ IF lap=1 OR lap=S OR lap=@ THEN FOR #=1 TO 7: PRINT AT INT (RND#*17),INT (R 

ND*13)+10; INK 53"K": NEXT 
6@ IF lap=2 OR lap=3 OR lap=6 OR lap=9 THEN FOR f=1 TO 7: PRINT AT INT (RND#*1 

6), INT (RND#13)+1@; INK 4;"L.": NEXT f 
65 IF lap=0 OR la OR lap=7 THEN FOR f=1 TO 6: PRINT AT INT (RND#1S),INT (R 

ND¥13)+1@; INK 33"M": NEXT 
FOR a=18 TO @ STEP ~1 
IF ATTR (a,b)=61 OR ATTR (a,b+1)=61 THEN GO SUB 1000 
IF ATTR (a,b)=6@ OR ATTR (a,b+1)=60 THEN GO SUB 1100 
IF ATTR (a,b)=59 OR ATTR (a,b+1)=59 THEN GO SUB 1200 
INK 2: PRINT AT ati1,b-1;" CD ";AT at2,b-1;" EF “;AT at3,b-1;" 

THEN PRINT AT a,b-1;" GH": LET b=b+1 
THEN PRINT AT a,b;"Id “: LET b=b-1 

IF INKEY$="" THEN PRINT AT a,b; "AB" 
IF b<9 THEN LET 
IF b>21 THEN LET b: 
BEEP .@12,-30 
NEXT a 
PRINT AT at3,b-1;" ": BEEP .@12,-30: PAUSE 3 
PRINT AT a,b-1;" CD "3AT atl,b~-13" EF "3AT a+2,b;" ": BEEP .@12,-3@: PAUS 

PRINT AT a,b-13" EF ";AT at1,b-1;" — ": BEEP .012,-30: PAUSE 3 
PRINT AT a,b-1;" 2 BEEP .Q12,-30 
LET lap=lap+i 
GO TO 40 
FOR f=30 TO 100 
BORDER 3: BORDER 4: BORDER 6: BORDER 1 
BEEP .@1,#/2: BEEP .01,#/3 
NEXT # 
PAPER S: BORDER @: INK @: CLS 
PRINT AT 2,03" Your driving ability is "sda; 
PRINT AT 20,0;" Press any key for another go ! “ 
PAUSE @: CLS : GO TO 10 
BEEP .02,10: LET da=da-13: RETURN 
BEEF .@2,@: LET da=da-9: RETURN 
BEEP .02,-10: LET da=da-S: RETURN 
BORDER 3: PAPER 3: CLS : PRINT AT 2,@; INK 2: PAPER 6: FLASH 1)" 

HAZARD DRIVER 

PRINT AT 5,0: INK 3; PAPER 6:" BY A.G.BIRD. 1984, 
PRINT AT 8,93"<< 5 8 >>" 
PRINT AT 10,0; INK 13 PAPER 6;"The idea is to drive your car through the 

hazards on the road."’’"These include 
K Glas L Logs om Oi " 

7030 PRINT AT 16,0; INK 13 PAPER 6;"Points will be deducted every time you hit 
a hazard and at — the end your driving ability is given. 

7040 PRINT AT 21,0; PAPER 4; INK @;"Fress any key to start your car." 
7050 PAUSE @: RETURN 
9000 FOR #=144 TO 156: FOR n=0 TO 7 
9010 READ a: POKE USR (CHRS +f)+n,a 
920 NEXT nz NEXT # 
O32 DATA 1,99, 99,127 ,99,99,7 475128, 198, 198,254,198, 198, 224,224,7,6,4,4 545747575 
224, 96,32,32,32, 224,224,224 
9042 DATA 7, 103,99, 127,99, 98,15,15,224, 230,198,254, 198, 70,240,240, 1,51,115,127,2 
27,195,7,7,128, 195, 199,254 , 206, 204,224,224 
9050 DATA 1,195,227,127,115,51,7,7,128,204,206,254,199,195,224,224 
B60 DATA @,64,73,17,0,148,72,2,8,0,32,24, 12,255,255, 0, 14,31, 127,254,254, 252,124 
156 



Creative Software has just announced an integrated line of 
software called The People’s Choice. So far, it consists of three 
programs called Jack's Calc, Fred's Filer, and Joe's Writer. 
Each is designed to be able to be used by older children and 
‘adults at all levels of computer experience. The firm claims that, 
using Joe's Writer, anyone can be writing letters within 15 
‘minutes, even if they have never used a computer before. That 
Claim comes from Joe Jetson, the programmer. The program 
has all the standard word processing features plus an on-line 
help feature and a brief instruction card. Says Joe: “If you can 
use a typewriter, you can use Joe's Writer’ 

eee Geass fing J a ie tree “omes an easy thing to do, wh "s 

Filer allows the user to create an index card-like system on the 
‘screen using whatever format seems best. Later the user can scan 
through the file making changes at will. 

Look for The People’s Choice series, to be available for the 
Commodore 64 soon, with IBM PC and PCijr versions expected 
by mid-year, The programs can be purchased separately or as a 
package and can be used together as they share a common 
‘command vocabulary. The suggested list price of each program 
will be $49.95. You can contact Creative Software at 230 East 
Caribbean Drive, Sunnyvale, California 94086. (408) 745-1655. 

Are you a computer games player looking for the ultimate 
Joystick? Watch out for the High Score (HS-20) Tournament 
Master, which is being billed as the first ergonomically designed 
controller. 

‘Although you really need to see this product to be as 
impressed as I am (and I don't often play games), here are a few 
of its many features: 

© Fire buttons are the same size as regular coin-operated 
arcade games 

© Two fire buttons are supplied — manual fire and auto fire 

© The latest design is used for increased sensitivity coupled 
with high reliability 

© 1 includes a carrying bag which has space for 10 games 
cartridges 

The Tournament Master is nine inches long, 5% inches 
deep, it is compatible with the Atari, Coleco, Apple and TI- 
99/4A and all switches are of the heavy duty industrial grade 
leaf type. And it comes with a five year warranty. 

Although I cannot give you a price, you can find out for 
by contacting High Score, 1667 West Ninth Street, 

‘Long Beach, California 90813. 

T have just received some interesting information on another 
Piece of hardwat, and thought I'd pass the information long. 
t's Micro-X64. which is an expansion board for the 
Commodore 64. It plugs into the expansion slot (naturally) and 
provides the following features: allows the addition of a Z80 
card so the machine can run CP/M; supports an additional disc 
drive; allows the use of a DMA controller; it’s small and 
convenient to use; has two vertical slots and one horizontal slot; 
provides a system reset button; a system pause switch; uses all 
‘gold connectors; supports an 80-column card. Best of all, it is 
very reasonably priced at $49.95. Contact Compuscope Inc., 
6400 Signal Street, Tillamook, Oregon 97141. (503) 842-4431. 

Looking for the ultimate 
joystick? 

Some time ago I wrote here about the problem of using portable 
video games and computers on board airplanes. The situation 
seems to be getting resolved. 

Ina recent announcement, Eastern Airlines, one of the first 
to ban the items, stated that passengers would indeed be able to 
use portable computers on board at any time except during 
takeoffs and landings. This decision was based on its findings 
that such devices do not interfere with the navigation 
instrumentation. 

The tests that led to such a conclusion were conducted by 
Eastern and the Federal Aviation Administration. Since the 
FAA has set no firm policy on the issue, it is therefore up to 
each individual airline to set its own policy. As far as 1 know, so 
‘far Eastern, TWA, United Airlines and Delta allow computers, 
whereas American Airlines does not. 

The policy of certain airlines regardng this now becomes 
‘one more reason to prefer flying one airline over another, that is 
if using a portable compuier is important to you. In which case, 
‘you may find that certain skies are friendlier than others. 

A few new product announcements from the Hayden Book 
‘Company: First there is The Unofficial I Hate Computers Book, 
by John Barry and Richard Tennant. This 80-page paperback 
contains 76 anti-computer cartoons that offer a “‘tongue-in- 
chip” look at the perils of home and business computing, To 
give you an idea, the cover shows a cat using a computer as a 
litter box, while on the back an ape is about to use a computer as 
a punching bag. The contents are filled with similar 

ions”. 
‘Next, Hayden has announced the Fast Reference Guides 

series, This is a line of six reference booklets that include 
‘options, menus, commands, and formats for dBase II (one for 
programming and another for using it), SuperCalc, CP/M, 
VisiCalc, and WordStar. A slossary of usaf ters ts bneluded 
in each guide. The suggested price of each guide is $3.95. 

Atari in Wonderland is the title of a Hayden text that 
contains 22 short stories and programs designed to introduce 
children to the Atari and have them learn word and numerical 
skills. Among other things, the book explains how to count in 
French and Spanish, how to appear on a TV quiz show, how to 
write songs, how to measure angles while riding on a roller 
coaster, and how to write a book report. The book also includes 
a listing of programs and instructions for using Atari graphics, 

The second is Basic Commodore 64 BASIC and is a guide that is 

designed to be used in the home or in class. It starts with short 

easy-to-learn programs, adding one command at a time. Each 

Program is kept short and is divided into segments, most of 

which can fit on a single screen page. This 256 page paperbac! 

also costs $14.95. In the unlikely event that you cannot locate a 

source for these, contact Hayden Book Company directly at 10 

Mudholand Drive, Hasbrouck Heights, New Jersey 0760, (201) 

Definitely out of space again. See you next week. 

Bud Izen 
Fairfield, California 
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MAXIMA is certain to become a best seller for the Memotech. It is a graphic- 
ally superb game that has you zapping 16 different varieties of 

aliens, each with its own formation and attacking patterns. 

The game opens with your ship 
executing an impressive jump through 
hyper-space to where the action is. First 
up are the green snappers - easy targets 
against the starry backdrop. Next comes 
the blue meanies, a swirling bunch of 
wriggling invaders. To follow, a crescent 
of rather beautiful revolving hexagonal 
barrels who arc around the screen 
raining bombs on you. Its a shame to pot 
these lovely creatures. On you go to a 
further 13 screens of magnificent 
graphics. 

Devestatingly simple in concept it 
nevertheless has that indefinable ability 
to compel you to have just one more 
attempt to try and see what the 16 
screens hold in store. 

A must for all Memotech owners. 

ADDITIONAL PROGRAMS RRP. £6.95 
SOON TO BE . 
RELEASED. 

P.S.S.452 STONEY STANTON RD. COVENTRY CV6 5DG. 
TEL: COVENTRY (0203) 667556 



TURTLE SOFTWARE 
swYCKWOOD", 40, SCHOOL ROAD, 
FINSTOCK, OXFORD, OXT 304, 
ENGLAND. TEL: 099386-249 

£4.95 
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How wonderful I think 
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Three-dimensional terror from RABBIT SOFTWARE 
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MSO-SOFTWARE 
CAN YOU HANDLE THE ULTIMATE? FEATURE PACKED, 100% MACHINE CODE 
THE MOST AMA PROGRAM THE SMOOTHEST AND PURE ADDICTION. 

ACTION, THE HIGHEST RESOLUTION GRAPHICS © WHICH WILL BLOW FIRST - YOUR COMPUTER OR 
ALL ULTIMATE GAMES ARE ARCADE STANDARD YOUR MIND? 

LTTE 
LAY THE GAME 

11485. Decler enquiries weleome. 



ones 
Oasis, Alexandra Parade, 
ace ane tars ‘Avon BS23 
rf 

‘Attractively packaged in a video- 
style case with manual, one tape 
contains the machine code 
program and the other a series of 
applied demonstrations, from a 
simple sort routine 10 a P-Code 

ssembler (there are 12 
ether), 

The manual is in two sections: 
first_a simple tutorial and a 
second for the more experienced 
programmer. 

It was interesting that part of 
the claimed advantage was that 
Pascal revents the 
programmer from jumping. in 
feet first’” and "‘from writing 

the terminal’. It there! 

programming expertise but 
insufficient knowledge of text 

verb/object commands. 
Normally, solving problems 

wires discovery of th : 
wo words, i.e, only 
Wand’? in sealed room rev 
xit, But this program onl 

its one Wave or Wand, bul 
jot both, Exit would reveal with 
“Wave Dwarf” or “Eat Dwarf” 
r any combination of keywor! 
id another! 

Adventures created permit 4 

yur own graphics" translates 
“we've left room if you ki 
jow"", Music selection available 

Congratulation and Funeral 
March being obli 
Although apparently 

il too pricey for 

“forces the program to be 
structured and designed first”. 

Whether you need another 
version of BASIC is debatable 
but this one comes with its own 
compiler to produce fast running 
times. Even this is not essential 
when Oasis has a very good 
‘Dragon BASIC compiler. 

Everything performed well 
although 1 would have liked 
more detail__with the 
demonstrations. They were not 

explanatory to the beginner. 
Which brings us back to the 

bo why Pascal? 
the — experienced 

programmer want another high 
level language? I suspect not: 

instructions 80% 
playability 70% 
graphics N/A 
value for money 70% 

Salamander, 17 Norfolk Rd, 
Brighton, East Sussex BNI 3AA 

was we would all be writing 
chart-toppers. 

The problem is that this can 
only cope with a small subset of 
BASIC keywords. The manual 
claims it covers 65, but even to 
do this you must write in a 
Paicular way. For example, a 
(OVE statement must first be 

translated into VDU statements 
which may not be easy if you 

Are these 
any use to 

you? 
New utilities for the Dragon, 
BBC/Electron and Spectrum 
examined by our experts 

Melbourne House, 131 Trafalgar 
Rd, London SE1O 

A long time coming but worth 
the wait. My criticism of games 
designers so far 
Sanfined to variations on space- 
invaders — graphics change but 
game’s the same. 

‘The demo games are not great 
Dut I guess they are deliberately 
left simple so you can 
what they are doing and use them fame 
for experimentation. Initially, 
the many menus and options 
seem confusing. 1 got stuck 
Kc eal te ae ae 

n ‘keyboard or 
Fosmiek eft ight, Up down ad 
fire controls work both games 
and program’. If you haven't 
written games before, some 
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terms may be new but the 
manual explains well, If you're 
still not sure, try it and see. 
You can’ load previously 

designed backgrounds then, 
within the program, design and 
test animation of player's. and 
enemy graphics, set colour, 
movement, "collisions, 
explosions, etc. It will take time 
and practice but it really makes 
original games design possible. 
Hopefully, due to delay in 
release, Melbourne House will 
extend the  £3,000-plus- 
publication competition for an 
original _H.U.R.G.- designed 

which, at present, closes 
April 30. If so, havea go! 

value for money 

don’t usually use this method. 
That understood, this is a very 

compact and fast compiler which 
does all that is claimed. The 
‘manual js well written although 1 
didn’t find the disc instructions 
very easy to understand. The 
‘Subset is reasonable and the code 
‘you produce can be used without 
‘compiler in memory. 

The demo program shows 
another problem, though. The 
machine code version of the first 
part is no faster than the BASIC 
‘one and the second doesn’t even 
run in BASIC as it was written in 
‘a special way so the compiler can 
make sense of it! 

D.C. 

instructions 80% 
playability 90% 
graphics N/A 
value for money 80% 

Graphics and 
Sound Toolkit 

Spectrum 
£5.50 

Lerm Software Products, 1 
Stonepit Dr, Cottingham, 
Market Harborough, Leics 

Contains 25 machine codi 
routines giving scrolls: up, down, 
right, left by character or pixel; 
screen "dissolve"; chi 
rotation, reflection’ or 
down; box-fill with character of 
attribute; attribute chang 

screen invert; 

stripes and flashes; and several 
sound aids. 

‘A demo program loads with 
the toolkit, breakable for stud) 

practice with routines. 
practical work, provision is ma 
to copy toolkit without demo. 

Instructions include: demo. 
listing with REM headings on. 
routine used; list of routines with 
USR call ‘address, POKEs 
necessary and demo. line 
reference for study; manual with, 

with some address misprints. 
Box-fill example gave problems, 
with window size and crashed) 
program but worked O.K. on 
reLOAD. 

Takes 2K relocatable memory, 
allowing other utility use at same 
time. Must be present in 
programs but author only 
requires acknowledgement. 
Useful package with very nic 
effects. 

instructions 
playability 
graphics value for money 



alba cen ition 

Take the screen test and be a STARY 
in the high score competition” 

1st Commodore 1541 

2xo Commodore 1520 

Free entry form in every game purchased 3e0 Commodore 

“only on Gridtrap 64 and Jumpin’ Jack 64. ‘Seven runners up will receive the 
intestPro-ace Joystick at prizes 

GRIBTRAP.” Epes 
We promise you won't be able to turn it off! I's FetFanaipwnesien Expariencat 2 ral sl eater and loads of tn to play IT HAS IT ALI... EXCITEMENT. 
Play with the Keyboard or Joystick, Choose Linehan Llscalder ah ur own Sprang ays wi out User Jumpin’ Jack leaps into a totaly new look for Bonnabie Syatem: comets witha Beeson) Theae Dimensional opponent by selecting Fwe Player Mode... aphics gv jorspactive te Great graphics, super sound eee nthe game.” PLUS. hosts of features never seen Pence May 

oS ‘ivr Teel aie armor at key ang Meloy On incest bya Serve pee = Stee 
ae Program No. LWO4 £8.95 ITS FROGRIFFIC «+» 

77 FF ora No. Lwo2 £0.95 

FELT AND PLAYED SO EXCITING... 
Watch astonished as the Triad hurl themselves 
towards your cralt in a remorseless battle, 
against your intrusion 
Fee! the heat blast oftheir anti-matter fields 
‘Your pulse laser will have to turn white hot 
before this encounter is over. 
Foaturing:- 
Anew DIMENSION... 
Into the realm of TOTAL PERSPECTIVE Ci the coupon and euro Sumlock Mcroware Dapt HOW Gnapnies.. 

198 Deansgate, Manchester M3 3NE 
or Telephone: 081-834 4233 : ee Program No. LW03 £8.95 

Please send me the following Software 

J enclose Cheque/P.O. tor 
To: Name. 
Address. 

198 Deansgate, Manchester M3 SNE. 
Telephone: 061-834 4233 
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

Ce 
Also available from gf 



Chopper X. selection, hyperspace flickers. 
Spectrum i | felp, you're in the middle of the 

3 : moaning, whistling horde. 
£5.50 Commodore — Fesins the ger ono 00d 

R&R, 5 Russell Si, Gloucester : too many — can't escape 
GLI IDE iles, sector until they or you are 

bs finished... made it... fuel low! 

‘As commander of a helicopter ih “zap aliens” ich, Head for Mothership sector. 
fzunship, You must destroy waves Mig-air refuel operation, ‘must 

lock both tars ights, And 

es, sikme, 1 Rebling ard whooss, she's off . ask f, or a too fumbling and whoosh, she’s of 
fixed left of screen, Gifficalt even in easy levels? First leaving you half-full. 
up (eursor 7) oF down (6), : arvcnlin'vaur nametiewear the Thee are various colourful, 
‘missiles (0) and smart bom 3 Zomputer snecrs) and bang, noisy, deadly nasties and seven 

| Joutre in outer space, nervously levels, culminating in Star 
irough a target sight. Commando wings. If anyone 

Biamthe sco (nil) 'hi score makesit,don'ttell me. D.C. 
Check sean formation -— els istructions Scan information — : 

‘octopi dropping, out of range, to you, (sometimes), what fiends playability 
earth. Score is shown atthe top, graphi wait you where and mothership Braphics 
with five unexplained. graphics location, ‘alte for money 
Uaseaslogs: Siedler prapiles 5a ee ae b sonic Raiders — enter 
appear, already imbedded, us the 

Sord Ms £23.95 
Computer Games, Hill, 
‘Loughton, Essex 1G10 21 

is one thing for certain: 
is one of the most original 

cartridges. 

“HOt 

Ef 728 
258 i 

‘ways and if you are not playing, 
bron wit conten -oreching sens 
wandering around the screen, 
With professional touches. like 
two-player and ‘options, i Hi iH i A La fl i | z k : i is i : é 

i 42 

i 353 Hi 
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Quiz 
GEOGRAPHY 

FOR ANY 48K ZX SPECTRUM 

£5.95 
DISTRIBUTORS / DEALERS ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

‘TELEPHONE: 051-26: 1/2 

POSTERN'S  “-*— (ac! spécTRUM 
LATEST CHALLENGE. of 
Combining the best of two alien 
worlds on one mind-blowing cassette. 

£7.95 sreec 
Postern Ltd, PO Box 2, Andoversford, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire GL54 SSW 

ARENA II! (EXT. BASIC) £4.95 

THE QMEGA RUN sae maha 
es ‘s (EXT. BASIC| £6.95 The Last Flight rune Anec fosccvengtetosy ne enier he 

to Armagedon POSTMANS KNOCK (@asic) £4.95 
‘ON YOUR BIKE” says the Boss. Wobble through dense country 

side, Post letters; empty postboxes; pick up parcels, Have you time 
t2.do it, before the post office does the sorting? Ride the regulation 
bike (with be yy! Extra screen for High Scores, unless 
you are sacked fir DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

Send cheque or P.O. to Lizard Games, Orders post free. 
14 Bridgwood, Brookside, TELEORD: Shropshi 

You can die 
a thousand deaths in space. 

You'd rather face 
them all than face the 

Death Star. 
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Kempston Joystick Compatible 

NOW AVAILABLE AT 

WHSMITH 
and all good computer stores, 

or direct from PSS 

£5-95 

Blade Alley 
ARCADE ACTION FOR 
SPECTRUM 48K 
Six different screens of incredible 3D 
‘arcade action featuring: 
Saucers, Asteroids, Tie Fighters, 
Space Hoppers, Banking Spaceships, 
moving 3D scenery, CURRAH }L 
SPEECH compatible. Swooping 
low into the defensive trench, you 
nudge your gun sights onto 
the alien craft hurtling toward you: 

SALES TEL (0203)667556, 
‘SEND CHEQUE OR RO. TO PS.S.452 STONEY STANTON RD. 
COVENTRY CV SDG. TRADE ENQUIRIES CONTACT 
JOHN FLETCHER, COVENTRY (0203) 81346 

THE TEBBIT 
Join the magical quest for the elusive monetarist dream, in which 
you, a humble Tebbit must seek the assistance of Magdalf and 
Tomkin-Gee to find and defeat the ferocious (and balding) Scarg 
48K SPECTRUM £5.50 inc p&p 
48K + ATARI 

‘A zany political adventure in which you take the role of Denis 
Thatcher striving to avoid Maggie and all your favourite political 
figures to escape from the political jungle. ‘ 
48K SPECTRUM £5.50 inc p&p Ai) 
48K + ATARI =a 

APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE SPECIALISTS 
8 St Pauls Road, Peterborough PE1 3DW (0733-48145) 
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You could be 
on our pages 
We welcome programs, articles and tips from 

our readers. if you feel that your work meets our 
standards, please submit it to us for 

consideration for publication. 
© Programs must always be sent on cassette. 

Listings are helpful, but not necessary. 
Check carefully that they are bug-free. 

Include details of what your program does, 
how it works, variables you have used and 

hints on conversion. 
® Articles on using home computers should 
be no longer than 2,000 words. Don't worry 
about your writing ability — just try to keep 
to the style in HCW. Articles most likely to be 
published will help our readers make better 
use of their micros by giving useful ideas, 

possibly with programming examples. We will 
convert any sketched illustrations into 

finished artwork. 

@ Tips are short articles, and brief 
programming routines. Your hints can aid 

other computer users. 
All submissions will be acknowledged and the 
copyright in such works which will pass to 
Argus Specialist Publications Ltd will be paid 

for at competitive rates. 
Keep a copy of your work and include an SAE. 
Label everything clearly and give a daytime 

and home phone number if you can. 
All work for consideration should be sent to: 

Paul Liptrot, Home Computing Weekly, 
No.1 Golden Square, London W1R 3AB 



Check out these excellent 
REVISION PROGRAMS 

Gist) 
me Softusre 

| CHEMISTRY 
‘O LEVEL 

These new educational packages from Calisto Software are designed to be of assistance to Maths and Science students prior to taking their ‘0’ level and ‘A’ level examinations. They may also be of considerable help to CSE students, although the content will exceed requirements in some areas 
As computer controlled revision programs, they make use of wide ranging multiple-choice questions to trigger memory refreshments of leamt material. They are also aimed at reinforcing ordered recall as a suitable preparation for the examinations and to help with conventional revision techniques. 

[EE"¥s 95) [=e7.95) 
st from 

TI-99/4A [Ediza] TI-99/4A 
DADDIE’S HOT ROD (BASIC) £5.95 
Drive through sheep fields, woods, over rivers and avoid all 
obstacles, then pick up hitch-hikers down perilously twisting roads. 
HCW gave five stars. 
HUNCHBACK HAVOCK (BASIC) £5.95 
Arcade action in TI-BASIC! Race with Egor through 24 different 
sheets. Superb graphics and great fun 
THE BLACK TOWER (BASIC) £5.95 
Unlock the mysteries of the black tower and rescue the Lady Gwen 
in our latest full 16K adventure. Addictive and entertaining 
BATTLESTAR ATTACK (EXT-BASIC) £6.95 
Stop the battlestar before it blows up youhome planet. A fast game 
with excellent graphics. HCW gave five stars and said: ‘even at 
level one a very addictive game 

Send cheque or P.O. to 
LANTERN SOFTWARE, 

4 Haffenden Road, Tenterden, Kent TN30 6QD Tel: 05806 5424 
of SAE for full list. Look our for our products at your TI retailer. 

SPECTRUM SAVERS il 

Discounts off a vast range of Spectrum software. 

Over 70 Software Houses on our list 

Bargains on a wide range of hardware & books 

Sample Prices 
Spectrum 48K .. 
Disc Drive & Interface... 

seeeee £119.95 inc. VAT. 

£230.00 inc. VAT 

Send large S.A.E. for catalogue to 

MANCHESTER M19 2TX 

Timeless Software 

BOOK 

THE SMART PROGRAMMING GUIDE 
FOR SPRITES by Miller Graphics Cat. No. £6.95 
This book will show you some of the professional programming 
secrets that every serious Extended BASIC programmer should 
know. Full of hints and tips to demonstrate the full power of sprites 
on the TI-99/4A. 

For a full list of programs for BASIC, Ex BASIC and 
Mini-Memory inc. Books, send S.A.E. to:— 

TIMELESS SOFTWARE 3 Bridgend, Fauidhouse, West Lothian, Scotland EH47 SH. 
Birmingham BI 1BE. 
Tel: 021-643 5102 

Fr Plea vend mathe following term: (lense to. 
[Prosram | 48K Spectrum [Baca | 
Mots ew | ] 

—s 
enclose Cheque/PO for £ (Amount) Payable to Calisto Software Limited or please debit my 

Nisa No. 

‘Cher 

Access No. 
Name 

1 
1 
! 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

© Address 

TI-994A SOFTWARE 
Two great games for the unexpanded TI-99/4A, 

PILOT £5.95 
A great new flight simulation game for one player. Options for take-off, landing 
(oF in fight. Graphics display of landing strip, terrain map, instrument panel 
Full instructions included. Graphics and sound, 
TITREK £5.95 
Defeat the Klingon invasion fleet. Includes $ skill levels, graphics quadrant 
display, 8 x 8 galaxy, phasors, photon torpedoes, long range scans,-and much 
‘more. Full instructions included. Graphics and sound. 
TEXAS PROGRAM BOOK £5.95 
3S programs readyto type into the unexpanded TI-99/4A, including 3-D Maze, 
Lunar Lander, Horse Race, Invader, Caterpillar and many more 
‘Send cheque or P.O. o telephone with Access/VISA for immediate despatch. 
Please add SOp p&p to orders under £10. Orders over £10 post free 

APEX SOFTWARE 
Hastings Road, ‘St. Leonards-on-Sea 

E. Sussex TN38 SEA 
Tel. Hastings (0424) 53283, 

VISA ES 
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‘cme | ac | evectron| onacon | sPectauM 

ghucKie | ¢7,90 |£7.90| £7.90 | £7.90 | £6.90 

GytoN. £7.90) £7.90 
JUNGLE 
FEVER 
aera PHARAOHS 
TOMB ix 
Sold subject to A & F Software Ltd. Full terms and conditions available on request 

AVAILABLE FROM ALL GOOD 
COMPUTER SHOPS 

Selected Stores 

Unit 8, Canalside Industrial Estate, 
Woodbine Street East, Rochdale, Lancs. 
‘OL16 5LB. Tel: 0706 341111 



tters Letters Letters Letters Le 
ers Letters Letters Letters Let 

two or three evenings a | original program X will | numbers and Programmers | across the board (HCW 30), 
week. never be exactly equal to 10 | usually insert an “integer” | Thanks again Julian, for I think it is good for all of | because of the number of | line as a precaution. making me aware of a CISTI | os i tccps te: menraly | decimal places which the | 't'the®folowiog tine ig | Tne ame aware St 8 alert and not like zom| computer works to, i.e, the | used, the desired result will | up the good work HCW, 1 wasn’t interested in | with our eyes fixed to the | last print up before i0 is | be obtained: Chris Baldwin, Coleford, computers until my | television screen every | 9.90000001. Add 0.1 and Gloucestershire husband, who is a micro | night. There is also the | you have more than 10 so | 45 X (INT (X * 100 + 100 computer engineer, brought | challenge of trying to beat | the condition is never met. + 0.001))/100 Cc home one of the firm’s | each others’ score This is why the program 

computers for testing. Itall | 1 like playing the | will work if the equals is | I hope Mr Hopkins does seemed very confusing. I | adventure games best, but I | changed to “greater than”. | not lose heart. with his hadn’t a clue what keys to | haven't seen any in your | 1 must add that I have | Oric which, despite its press, I was also a little | magazines and it seems to | had my 48K Oric for nearly | ROM bugs, is a powerful afraid that I might damage | be the only one dealing with | a year now and 1 am | computer. Most. micro- 
it in some way by pressing | the TI. lam sure there must | delighted with it. In spite of | computers probably suffer | 1 thought I must write to 
the wrong keys. Then he | be some clever person out | all remarks by reviewers I | from this decimal approxi- | You with my views on the showed me how to play | there who could write a | find the keyboard very easy | mation. lack of very good arcade- games on it. good TI adventure game. | to use and quite fast. In | J.M. Stubbins, Maidstone, | adventures for the That was it. Housework | Pearl Brind, Rugeley, Staffs | my view the machine | Kent Commodore 64. 1 would was never done so fast. I cannot be compared with have thought it would be couldn't wait to go on some the Spectrum. The Oric is iBest,and | more profitable to make a 
from all those boring chores going to compare it with 7) ic Atac. 1 know many indtand ence a" tanesy | CC A | Binkne See SoA | CETTE DALAM | Comdev ce toner world of dragons, aliens ‘Commodore 64! Lam writing to recommend | Would be very happy with a and monsters Thank you for the | | 1 must admit to being | a program for the unex- | \rHO",of Atle Atac or 3D diventurccaretoanendoe | fsvourable review of our | tempted to upgrade to the | panded VIC-20 which is the adventure c nendas | 5 rogram, ving tri best I have seen for the ‘ - fend ecy vane pars | SU Set Aw ae | Amos hoard thas | pole iMG or | Atal bot an aan) af the machine a sare for | However due to the time | fications, How tong wil | Seeniiegame advertised or | ABO, if YOu were aus So it was back 10 | lapse, we now have'on the | i lst? Ik doesnot seem to | Fevjewed,s0 thought your | SPectTum owner and you 
the housework and other | market a full-blown 48K | be a very solid job. Time | readers ought to know that Stonkerass Prolite, mundane things. program, with much more | Will tell. I shall be keeping | jt esis oaks heat, Then suddenly my | information, a new cassette | a9 eye on the demonstra: | "ft is called Pedes and roid 2 or Alchemist, 19 
husband decided to take a | inert a Microdive capats | 8 model in’ my local | aguantsandis pushed by | f8me 4 few, ul you cin Programming course and he | pility loads in six seconds), | Shop. Ifit stands up to that | Romik: T hope you will pa ahmed ic needed a machine 10 | The price remains the same | it Must be OK. Publish this letter so that | Runert “Teather, Worsh practice on. We bought a | — £3.50. Please note that, | | Incidentally, if you get | other VIC owners can see Naseer a Ee TL We now have some 20 | gue to its vast superiority, | the chance have a listen to | for themselves just, what | Manchester 
games for it and have just | the new 48K program | the music on the Atmos | can be done in only 314K of invested in the Extended | replaces. the older “16K | demonstration program. | memory 

! Congratula- | David Lester, Pinner, |Whoops! | 
Middx 

BASIC module, I find it | 9 S| Wes) terri 
enon. Itdoes not comple: | tons to. the auinor. (and 

computer (although Ant 

makes the games much | ment ° i faster. When we get anew | Eaglesoft, 66 James Street, | '¥ doing that with a The printer seems to have game now, it’s a fight to be | Scarborough, N. Yorks | SPéctrum!). Pedes and Mutants costs | slipped when listing my the first one to try it. Ihave | YO12 7PH" D. Howard, founder mem- | £6.99 from Romik Soft- | Mind Your Head Program two school age children. pers erowbridge, Wilts, | ware, 272 Argyll Avenue, | for the Spectrum in HCW One is 13 and his reactions Oric Owners’ Group Slouth, Berks SLI 4HE. A | 6. In line 110 the figure 3 are much quicker than | FRIES) Romik spokesman said: | should be a 4 and in lines mine. I get in plenty of (COTTON | 82, eri ester nas no | $220.5240 “inclusive mere practice when he's gone tO | 1 so. sok and thred of connection with us — it’s | should be a solid graphics school the first time we've heard of | character (value 143 Teac iat mow of | Reve complain about | Freer | tee veers Calta) the letters and programs are | {if Spectrum. In | shops juotation marks. In these written by men. Why this is, | jélling computers “Ugnt | 1,.Was interested in J.M. fines this should ‘appear a 1 can only guess. Perhaps | heard People sy. Ren! | Hopkin’s letter (HCW 55), Thanks, if total of four times, Women are too busy | coor iting with those | 88 Lused to run into similar Paul O'Brien looking after the home and | Sinclair things with those | problems. That was until | |") |||) family to have time to sit | Tubbithy rubber keys: understood the reason on down and write. Now don’t ee lan Sinclair's | Lam writing to thank Julian get the impression that my | Qwnets of computers like Shaweross who in his letter Home is untidy or dirty. it | te BBC, Dragon and | (pase"34) which explains | (HCW 38). recommended n't, I don't spend all day | COMM ocisa't so bad.» '* | ROW computers store real | the Suncom TAC2 joystick, Playing games — just every | SPpetrin ian't so bad. (as distinct from integer) | for use with the TI-99/4A. 1 afternoon when We have & | ot tenes ate much | Aumbers in two parts — a | agree with him that the TI new one or when I think | SPeetrum games are much | fraction and” a. multiph is very uncomfort- there is a good one in your | better than those I have (eg 1.6 EXP6 instead of magazine. Then 1 type it in | Eee ee oe eet i2, | 1600000). andtave a got at it before | Kerry Bostock, aged 12, | “The problem in conver- | ence when I took his advice anyone else has even seen it. | Beeston, Not sion is that the computer | and purchased the TAC2 Tt seems a shame that the does not recognise a | plus the adapter for the Tl. manufacturers decided to | [°)y[ SN | Gecimal counting scale and | 'My scores have rocketed jscontinue the TI. 1 think every fraction, unless itis | since, with my current hope Seed answers 1 ede Eee One good thing has come Stored as’ an’ approximate | example, being. 1,006,900, ut of it from my point of | In reply to J.M. Hopkin's | value and rounded up or | This took ‘me about’ 24 view: the big discounts on | letter, What's my chance? | down when displayed on | hours, and my mum wasn’t software. I wouldn’t have | (HCW 55), I suggest the | screen. Try expressing two- | too happy. She's dreading been able to afford all the | following: thirds as an exact decimal. | the next electricity bill! games that I have if it Because of this approxi- | _Parsec, in my opinion, is hadn’t been for those. As | 10FORX = 0TO10STEP | mation the test in line 20 is | the best micro game far as I'm concerned, our | 0.1: NEXT X unlikely to be positive. | available, and I was far TI will have pride of place Even if the screen display | from surprised when your in our lounge for a long | This accomplishes the | does show equality, any test | reviewer gave it a five star time to come. It is in use | task in one line. In the | is made with stored | rating and 100 per cent 
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Once the preliminaries are 
‘over, you make a start with 
Starship Patscam lift-off. By 
‘steering through Zirgon mines, it 

: has to be taken to the top of the 
Stainless, 10 Alstone Rd, Stock- screen. On screen two you have a 
port, Cheshire limited time in which to destroy 

Sa ag ¥ ‘Arrowite weapons. This you do 
‘The third in a series featuring the by crashing into them! On screen 
Starship Patscram. Your mission three the converse applies as you 
is to restore the Cube of Peace, have to avoid asteroids. On the 
thatthe Zirgons have made fourth you manoeuvre_sliding 
ineffective, by penetrating their cubes to recover the Cube of 
defences ‘on five different Peace, and on the fifth take it 
sereens. i back ‘home. But when you've 

‘After the title sereen you landed the game won't end here 
choose the momentum type that as the action re-starts on screen 

forces consists of 35 units, 12 
separate types of unit, each 
holding etree properties. The 

MLC Lotiorgn, 6A. Park ee ore Linc iw payee 
hire SK112 IRE i For example, you may wish the 

outcome to be decided on the cues 
than units lost. 

If you hate board games this 
isn’t really worth considering. If, 
‘on the other hand, you like the 
sound of it try and find out more 
about it, The same game has 

ies taken rather You may have guessed from its 

In fact it's one of a Series of two- 
player strategy games. The 
Instructions reminded me of the 
typical rules for a board game. 
They are very complicated. and 
detailed and if you read them eet released for the Spectrum. 
extra carefully you may just be 

four spacecraft will have and one, Needs Extended BASIC. able to comprehend them. But MB. eyboard oF joystick control. iW. T'm making no promises. 
You then have the unusual 95% When the game has loaded instructions 40% 
‘option to practice operating the an there is no ‘scenario in the ease of use 60% 
ship before lay starts, Another 80% memory, so it can either be display 70% feature is the choice of a TT ney ped Toaded from the tape or you can value for money 55% 
demonstration game by the Smart: lls EE oe ee 
than a set of instructions, 

Dia Are you mre, 
32K BBC £7.95 THSS/4A ES 

SP Software, from Stainless, 10. “rece Game for sasabarn 
‘ Mr D is certainly strange. Not This adventure comprises thee m f n? Re papa etitets kane 

programs, each under its own e horse, but goes underground to. chapter he and each just as collect cherries. 1 always thought difficult as the last. 5 
In the first, The Burning they grew on trees. 

It seems di it 
Farmhouse, you have nates A batch of programs for the fond of these’ fruits 2-00 each 
as You can, avoiding the swirling i BBC and TI are given the once- Seroeg there are two thet ee 

james. Once 4 you have caught. Using Keys or joystick, 
completed any Stage you are over by our team “Mr D must collect all the cherries given a code word, and from to progress onto another screen then on that stage can be missed and score points. Also beneath ‘out if wished, the ground are apples. If Mr D In London Frolies, the next passes directly under ane it will 
chapter, you have to earn enough fall down the screen. Should one 
to buy'a ticket to Paris. You fall on a dinosaur's head, the communicate with the computer ‘monster is killed. 

If Mr D can’t manage to out- 
run the monsters he does have 
five magic balls to use in each 
screen. When fired, it will follow 
the paih left by Mr D, destroying 
a dinosaur if it happens to be in 

in Chaps, European Tre i Chapter 3, European Trek, 
you have to complete eight tasts. Wallaby [rere apredi gta eli 
If you succeed you will have TI-99/4A with [2 0" 
solved the mystery of Pettigrew's Having reached the exit, Wally Diary. Graphics are included in. - 

‘Chapters and. 3," Each is BASIC PIUS oiiiog on wie nen screen, a the way. referred to separately in the fetter fre Grnaten wravel alow Compared with other games of 1 Instructions, which, tll you. a Joystick £7 — where re must avel down eae this doesn't stand out as 
Teo muanytaes awag) mii Counterpoint, from Stainless, 10 both slides and ladders, and on particularly origi 

Alstone Rd, Stockport, Cheshire the fourth, moving holes. nope ‘ing. Some variation in the 
graphics and a high score table 
might add more interest to what 
is otherwise a very repel 
‘game. 

‘After a while the music in 
Chapter 1 began to ageravate me 
4 little but now I have most of 
the codes I don’t have to listen. 1 
haven't got long to go now. V'l 

The program runs smoothly 
Poor the Wallaby is unless you attempt to. move 
trapped inside a Thing-A-! sideways off screen. Then it 
factory and must find his way crashes with a BAD VALUE. | 
out. Exits are on four different had to enlist the help of a nephew 
i along which he will to find what lay beyond the first 

display 70%. 
value for money 90%, 

kkk 

The first displays a series of instructions 95% 
ladders leading to upper floors, playability 85% 
at the top right is the exit. Wally graphics 80% 
‘must not only climb these ladders value for money 80% 
‘but jump over sliding baskets 
and duck to avoid overhead [Pale aie aie allie 4 

5 Ay ES TS 

‘complete the adventure soon. uw. 
Q encounter Various obstacles. screen, ""What_a Wally," did 

M.B. ‘Successfully completing all four you say? Y. instructions 80% 
screens, however, only returns playability 45% 

instructions 70% Wally {o a more difficult screen LW. graphics 40% 
case of use 10% one. value for money 60% 

AN SOR eT I 
CY 
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ARCADE 
1 AticAtac 
2 Jet Set witly 

3 Space Pilot 
4 Manic Miner 

5 Manic Miner 

6 Bongo 
7 Light cycles 
8 Falcon Patrol 
9 Hunchback 

10 Flying 
Feathers 

+e 

ultimate 
Software 
Projects, 
Anirog 
Software 
Projects 
Software 
Projects 
Anirog 
Ps 
Virgin 
Ocean 

Bubble Bus 

Spectrum(3) 

Spectrumi2) 
CBM 641.) 

Spectrum(-) 

CBM 640.) 
VIC-201-) 
Spectrum() 
CBM 6414) 
Spectrum(-) 

CBM 64(-) 

NON- ARCADE 
Twin Kingdom 
valley 
Golf 64 
Hobbit 

Bug-Byte 
‘Abrasco 
M.House 

Home Manager Abrasco 
Golf Spectrum 
Twin Kingdom 
valley 
Poo! 
Mad Martha 

9 Dragonbane 
10 The Valley 

Abrasco 

Bug-Byte 
cps 
Microgen 
Ouicksiiva 
APS 

CBM 64) 
CBM 64(-) 
Spectrum(2) 
CBM 64) 
Spectrum(-) 

BBCI) 
Spectrumt) 
Spectrum) 
Spectrum(-) 
VIC-201-) 

Compiled with the assistance of Britain’s leading software distributors, te 
Including: Pinnacle, SDL, PCE, Websters, PCS and Software Centre. 

1 chequered Fo 
2 Ant attack 
3 atic atac 
4 Hunchback 
5 Fred 
6 cyrusis. chess 
7 Scuba dive 
8 Fight Simulation 
9 Lunar Jetman 

10 Snowman 

a 

Psion (2) 
‘uiekstivat 
urtimate 1) 
Ocean's) 
uleksiivat 
Intelligent + 
Durell (3) 
Psion (6) 
vrtimate 
ulekstiva is) 

1 crazy Kong, 
2 Buga B00 
The Flea’ 

3 Revenge of the 
Mutant camels 

4 Super Blitz 
5 Manic Miner 
6 chinese 

Juggler 
7 Depth Charge 
8 Mr Wimpy 
9 Tank attack 

10 Hobbit 64 

COMMODORE 62 
Interceptor (3) 
Ouicksiiva 16) 
Lamasoft 
‘Commodore () 
Software Projects (2) 

Ocean (10 
Commodore (- 
Ocean 
Superior 
M.House (—) 

x, 

x 
oracou 2 (UZ 

1 Chuckie Egg 
2 Up Periscope 
3 Pedro 

ASF) 
Beyond (7) 
Imagine (8) 

4 Hungry Horace M.House (6) 
5 Devil Assault 
6 Ring of 
Darkness 

7 Frogger 
8 Kriegspiel 
9 Dragon Chess 

10 Skramble 

Microdeal (-) 

Wintersoft 
Microdeal (10) 
Beyond (3) 
Oasis () 
Microdeal (+) 

Compiled by W. H. Smith ind Websters. Figures in brackets are last week's positions. 

1 Snooker 
2 crazy Kong 
3 Wizard and the 
Princess 

4 Flight 015 
5 Jet Pac 
6 Gridrunner 
7 arcadia 
8 Snowman and 

Maths Maze 
9 Race 

10 Supervagers 
Bomber Run 

WIC-2O 
Visions 
Interceptor (2) 
MHouse (3) 
Ferranti Davenport 1) 
ultimate (6) 
Uamasoft (9) 
Imagine ®) 
commodore(7) 
Commodore () 
Krel 

HOME COMPUTING 
WEEKLY 

AeITANS 
DRIGHTEST 

1 Mothership 
2 Crazy Kong 
3 Fantasy Games 
4 Flight 
simulation 

5 Space Raiders 
6 Asteriods 
7 Skramble 
8 Chess 1k 
9 Football Manager 

10 Defenders 

Sinclair (2) 
PSS (3) 
Sinclair () 

Sinclair () 
Sinclair () 
Quicksitva (2) 
Quicksiiva (1) 
Sinclair () 

Addictive (a) 
Quicksitva (5) 



The train then disappears and 
your agent reappears on one of a 
series of cable cars. By jumping 
up and down onto the cars he 
‘must once gain take possesion of 
the briefcase which has been 
hhidden in one of the cars. If he 
survives this screen he returns to 
sereen one which continues at a 
faster pace. 

Makes excellent use of the 
sprites available in Extended 
BASIC, providing graphics that 
are both amusing and effective. 

Secret Agent 
TI-99/4A £7 

Stainless, 10 Alstone Rd, Stock- 
port, Cheshire 
We've all seen the classic film 
stunt of running along a moving 
train, leaping from one carriage 
to another. Now here's the 
chance fo try it without leaving 
the comfort of your armchair. 

You have. five enthusiastic 
agents with which to recover a 
briefcase — full of secrets, of 
course! On the first screen your 
agent crosses the train by 
jumping over pylons and taking 
care not to fall between the iW. 

es. The briefcase is 
‘at the far end of the instructions 70% 

train, but once recovered another _Playability 80% 
‘appears at the opposite end. This raphics 100% 
continues until a total of six have alte for money 80% 
been collected, the number of 
pylons increasing with each 
‘complete traverse of the screen. 

kkk ke 

Last day of 
the Earth/ 

Mini Star Trek 
Sord M5 £8.95 

‘Computer Games, Goldings Hill, 
Loughton Essex [G10 2RR 

Both are, in fact versions of the} 
‘Star Trek game that originated 
‘on mainframe computers. They 
ido not transport well onto 
machines such as a standard, 
‘Sord MS which has a tiny 
memory. 

Basically, the universe 
infested with Klingons, or 
other nasties, and. you have 10 
jerusade to fumigate it, But it’s 
Not an easy task as the cosmic 
Vermin are everywhere so you'll 
Ihaye to travel through  sub- 
Fe ae wish a Fe 
effectively clean 

To aid your heroic quest, there 
lare several allied base. stations 
throughout where you'll be able 
to replenish supplies and stock 
up on. missiles. The univese is 

[ 

Computer Games, Goldings Hill, 
Loughton, Essex 1G10 2RR 

The blurb says that all you have 
to do is to drive the car across 
the field, and wherever you 
encounter a monster, knock it 
underground. But. the monst 
won't stay put. They will dig 
their way back up to the surface 

divided into sub-universes but as 
the screen is too small 
thea all at once twill only 
display one at ‘a time. 
effectively clean up the cee 
lyou have to use warp drive and 
‘shifts cunningly and use missiles 
sparingly. 

Although both games are very 
simple, they are well written and 
surprisingly fun to play. 

show 

and as soon as they remerge, they 
SS. ill regenerate into larva, 

s then pupa, "Boo", and 
instructions 80% will continue to grow every time playability 50% they are knocked underground 
graphics 40% until finally, they turn into 
value for money 60% fy tN adults, ‘‘Eema’™. These are 
Vk ok & YUBA) particularly nasty as they shoot 
Le kee} Myon. 

In fact you drive your car over 
what look like plates and you 
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Loughton, Essex IG10 2RR 

fruit each girl prefers. 

position and type. 

fruit, 
squash 

monsters 
Our reviewers star rate a 

selection of new james for 
the TI-99/4A and the Sord M5 

simply go over anything that's 
not an: “Eema”. That's. just 
about all there is to the game 
apart from the odd chance to get 
bonus points. You go on to the 
hnext screen when you knock out 
all the monsters. I must confess 
that I couldn't achieve this 
relat a : 

ithough the game uses sprites 
and sounds well, the baddies and 
yourself doesn’t show up well at 
all on the light coloured 
background and. this spoils a 
game that could have been very 
addictive. 

Ss. 

instructions 90% 
playability 50% 
graphics 60% 
value for money 0% 

Sord M5 £19.95 
‘Computer Games, Goldings Hill, 

‘The instructions tell you that you 
are planning a party for your 
girlfriends, but each will only eat 
the kind of fruit she likes. Your 
job is to find out which kind of 

On the left of the screen there 
is a fruit shop from which you 
‘can select various fruits and on 
the right there are fruit baskets. 
You select three to five fruits, i 
depending on the difficulty level, 
then the computer prints a blue 
fruit for each fruit of correct 

‘Sounds familiar? Well, you've 

probably guessed by now, Fruit 
Search is a derivative of Master 
Mind, except you have to guess 
the right combination of fruits 
instead of boring little pins. And 
you get pretty pictures om the 
screen. 

Graphics are nice and clear, 
presentation. very_ professional, 
There are many nice touches as 
joypad option and difficulty 
levels and, even though relatively 
cheap for a cartridge game, it 
doesn’t represent very good 
value for money. 

SS. 
90% 

. 30% 
80% 

value for money 50% 

Starprobe 99 
TI-99/4A £7 

(Counterpoint, from Stainless, 10 
[Alstone Rd, Stockport, Cheshire 

Just as it seemed that the 
‘Xyolians had been expelled from| 
the galaxy, a starprobe has! 
reported underground activity on| 
‘a small moon. Now it’s up to 
to penetrate the defences of their 
hhidden base by controlling the} 
probe, 
AS the game starts your probe 

descends into the depths of ai 
cave, Using keyboard control to 
hover, move left, right or fire! 
either’ QuasiThermite bombs oF! 
the Superbeam, the probe must 
be guided down the maze of 
tunnels that scroll up the screen, 
basting Xyolian defences all he 
way. Any fuel depots you see 
should be bombed to boost thei 
probe's reserves. The same! 
‘plies to ammunition dumps, 

ie ends you are! 
depth, reserve fuel 

and your! 
ven be ot 
and ammunition, 
deepest probe, alt this 
information can be called any) 
time during the game by the P, | 
pause, key. You may play again) 
in the same cave or in any of| 
another eight different“ones, 
aoa ooking | feo 

tnexpanded Th heater 
excellent choice, It's by far the! 
best that I've seen for a long time! 
that exploits the better qualities} 
of this under-rated machine. 

JW, 
instructions 100% | 
playability 90%) 
graphics 100%| 
value for money 100%) 

kk kk 



ORIC & ATMOS 48x ........ 

QUARK Walls 
i Se 

‘Super 3D arcade action Invaders will test your skill and 30 co- 
dination to their limits. 8 nppling colour Invader screens of 
increasing difficulty with keyboard controlled 30 laser movement 
and fire sequence. (Brain required) £6.95 

Oricle (Smart Oric) 
Hours of family fun. Orie 
you willhave no secrets. Be carefulwhat yousay.€t 

lay, eventually 
15 Also in French) 

Mystery Tower 
‘Superb musical arrangements. 47 different rooms. 3D and colour make 
this adventure game most enjoyable. You will certainly gt lost, or forget 
where you're going. £6.98 (Also in French) 

‘Space Crystal 
‘Space trading adventure game. Fascinating 3D space travel on your 
voyage in search of the iludium crystal, Black holes, meteorite storms, 
‘Space pirates, etc. Full colour and sound. £6.95. Also available for 
‘Dragon 32, Spectrum and Commodore 64 

1 QUARK DATA P.O. BOX 61, Swindon, Wilts. Tel. (0793) 40661. I 
[Please supply i] 



NATIONWIDE SHOPS & DEALERS 

DO YOU WANT MAXIMUM 

BENEFIT FOR YOUR MONEY? Th Piet 
— THEN USE OUR SHOPS AND ao Tel: 0782 636911 

Official dealers for 
DEALERS GUIDE TO ADVERTISE (Conereedote, Sitwlalc 8: 

YOUR RETAIL/MAIL ORDER ‘Acorn. BBC service and 

BUSINESS. 

FT C Soa 

RAINBOW 
COMPUTER CENTRE 

Massive range of software in stock 
for BBC, COM 64, VIC-20, 
SPECTRUM, DRAGON, 
» ELECTRON, 2X81 

CLANK, COMMODORE, DRAGC ony COLOUR GENIE, sseMoTech & 

BBC * COMMODORE 64 
SPECTRUM * DRAGON 32 Morecambe, 

Beeline ata ot sattiens Lames. Tel: (0524-411438) 
hhardware/books always in stock. OPEN 7 DAYS 

ESTUARY SOFTWARE PRODUCTS 
261 Victoria Avenue, Southend, 

Essox. Tol: 0702 43568. 

48K SPECTRUM £129.95 

ADVERTISE 
TEL: 0935 26678 IN OUR 

NATIONWIDE 
GUIDE AND SEE 
YOUR BUSINESS 
GROW. PHONE 
NOW FOR 

DETAILS ON 
01-437 0699 

THE GAMES SHOP AND 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

CENTRE TEL. NO. 
(0224-643740 YOUR NEAREST Male ORDER SOFTWARE 

COMPUTER igi igrtlid ala, 
IALIST. 188 Huian, Yeovil, Somerset 

Tol: 0895 21724 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT 

— ORDER FORM 
Advertise nationally for only 35p per word 
(minimum charge 15 words). 
Simply print your message in the coupon and 
send with your cheque or postal order made 
payable to Argus Specialist Publications Ltd to: 

CLASSIFIED DEPT., HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY, 
1 Golden Square, London WIR 3AB 
Tel: 01-437 0699, 
Name 
Addre 

PREFERRED CLASSIFICATION 

Please place my advert in Home Computing Weekly for weeks. TTT st 
Please indicate number of insertions required. 
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HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY CLASSIFIED 

a) 
Lineage: 
35p per word 

All advertisements in this section must be 
Advertise 

COMPUTER 
CABINETS 
A range of 

cabinets and 
housing units 

especially 
designed for your 
home computer 
system. Keep it 

dust free, tidy and 
secure. 

Send S.A.E. for 
colour brochure 

MARCOL CABINETS 

PO BOX 69, SOUTHAMPTON 
Tok: 0703 731168 

Burglar Alarm equipment 
visit our 2,000 sq.ft. Showrooms or 
write or phone for your 
catalogue. C.W.A.S. Ltd, 
Rooley Avenue, Bradford 
IDB. Telephone 0274 731532. 

LET US HELP YOU 
TO LEARN TO PROGRAM 

Also Childrens holiday 
courses are available 

throughout the Summer 
Ring: COMPUTER WORKSHOP 

on 01-318 S488 
4 LEE HIGH ROAD, LEWISHAM, 

LONDON SEIS SLQ. 

SCAN OUR 
SERVICE/REPAIR 

Please 

free 
100 
BD6 

SECTIONS. 

Specialist Publications Lid. All fal 
specifically reser 

© Ivsa Argus Specialist Publ 

ts are accepted subject to the 

Software exchange. Swap your used 
software. £1.00 per exchange 
Spectrum/Dragon only. S.A.E 
please — UKSEC (HCW), 15 
Tunwell Greave Sheffield SS 9GB. 
Part exchange your unwanted soft 
ware for new titles at half price 
S.A.E. for details. NCC, 12 York 
Close, Barton, Beds MK4S 4QB. 

Orie Software Library. Two weeks 
hire £1. Annual Membership £5 
Stamp for list. Les Wilson, 100 
Blenheim Walk, Corby, Northants. 

ire a computer from ZX8I up. 
wards for a week or a year. We also 
buy and sell second-hand com: 
puters, magazines and books 
Business & Computer Services, 
294a, Caledonian Road, London NI 
IBA. Tel; 01-607 0157. 

COMMODORE 64_ 
Software library 

2 weeks hire £1. Annual 
membership £5. Stamp for 

Wil 100 list. Le: © 
Blenheim Walk, Corb; 

jorthants. 

HARDWARE 

KENILWORTH S@ETWARE 
TI-99/4A 

PROGRAM RECORDER 
INCLUDING 
INTERFACE LEADS £44.95 
SINGLE LEAD, £5.40 

9 Dencer 
Knights Meadow, 
Kenilworth, Warks. 

COMPUTER CASSETTE 
RECORDER 

SPECIFICALLY FOR COMPUTER USE FEATURES INCLUDE. 

Ws LEISURE 
nex RMI 4RB 

Semi display: £7.10 per single column centimetre 
Ring for information on series bookings discounts. 

01- 
EXT 341. 
Send 

TI-99/4A COMPATABLE joystick 
only £7.50. Joystick extension cable 
only £3.50. Both for £10. CARLYN. 
SOFT, 155 Albert Street, 
Hants 

LIBRARIES 

;—COMMODORE 64. 
: GAMES LIBRARY Over 230 tit re of 

ee. Life 

Commodore 64 Games Library c/o Yorkshire Software Library 13Park Top, Pudsey, West York 

Debra Stupple 
ASP LTD. 
1 Golden Square, 
London WIR 3AB 

Fleet, 

437 0699 

your requirements to: 

{2X SPECTRUM | 
32K RAM Up-Grade 
£23.50 + VAT 

SPECTRUM REPAIRS 
£20.00 + VAT 
‘MICRO-TEK 
ELECTRONIC 
SERVICES 

7x6) & SPECTRUM “ADD ON SPECIALISTS. ‘ost COMPUTER COMPONENTS. 

MANCOMP LTD. 

‘Tel: 061-224 1808, 

io VIC-20 & 
VECTREX LIBRARY 
now available 

Details to 
DUKERIES SOFTWARE 

39 HIGH STREET, 
WARSOP: 

NR. MANSFIELD, 
NOTTS 

BBC/Dragon software library — 
Membership £5.00. — Tapes £1 
(423p postage). Stamp for details. 
E. Tucker, (H) 8 Springwood Estate 

sion Road, Sough Wootton, Gris 
King’s Lynn, Norfolk 

Spectrum library First two tapes 
free hire Send £4.00 Life Member 
ship Two weeks hire £1.00 “‘Softby 
post" 49 Stratton Street Wolver 
hampton 

ZX81 — Spectrum. We can now 
offer out-of-guarantee rep: 
our Computer Dept. Our engi 
have had over three years experience 
servicing Sinclair Computer _pro- 
ducts. Price including p&p. ZX81 
£11.50; 16K Ram — £9.95; Spe 
rum — £18.75. Send with cheque: 
PO. TY. Service of Cambrid 
French's Road, 
3NP. Phone (02: ) 311371 

nd all oth 

Cambridge CBS 

Commodore repairs. By Commo: 
dore approved engineers. VIC-20 
modulators £6.50, VIC-20 from 
£14.50, CBM 64 from £18.00, C2N 
from £7.00, printers, 
For more deta 
G.C. Bunce & Son, 36 Burlington 
Road, Burnham, Bucks SLI 7BQ. 
Tel: (06286) 61696. 

ALL YOUR 
CASSETTE NEEDS 

Blank cassettes C15 with case 40p| in Blue, White or Yellow, 20 or 
Inlay cards in Blue, Yellow, Red, Green, Orange or Purple, 20 for 60D. 

Lprary cases 9p each, Postage on 
each complete order 609 

Stonehora Lid. $9 Mayfield Way, 
Barwell, Leicester. LED 8BL 

Cc MPATIBL E 
WITH ALL 

POPULAR HOM: 
COMPUTERS. 

Atari 400 with typewriter keyboard, 
fe, 10 cartridges/games. 
inners kit. Offers on 

complete package to Mr Campbell 
01-385 3621 (evenings) 

ual property rights therein belong to Argus 
of international copyright conventions are 

SSNO26E-4991 
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SOFTWARE 
APPLICATIONS 

SUPER BREAKER 
For the Commodore 64, this utility 
will back-up most popular casserte| 
Programs onto tape or disk 
Supplied on cassette with full 
instructions. For fast turn round of 
Orders, by First Class Post, Rush £2.99 
tox 

CLARK KENT SOFTWARE 
26 Northcape Walk, CORBY 

Northants NN18 900 
STOP PRESS. Tape to disk utility 
Transfer your cassette based soft 

ware onto disk. Send £4.99 

Why be satisfied with just @ 
tape copier? 

Get our 3-in-1 utility featuring: 
COPY ANY CASSETTE PROGRAM. 

ris 
DOUBLE SPEED LOAD/SAVE UTILITY 

PLus 
CASSETTE: HEALTHRATING' UTILITY 
Copier does call — MULTIPLE sections IADER printing, MULTIPLE copes FUL Sie pout Dole seedy hes your adv times Hens Rating ogni Suter posable fours in yur edie recrde bore ney wecome eoas Soweto findingtetinstane, Avo wrated SAES ino tation, Jac cusoinle must be the ew vale @henwe 0.4 

‘CAMEL MICROS 335A COMMERCIAL RD., 
WEYMOUTH, DORSET. 

TAPE COPIER 5 
(new version) 

Makes BACK-UP COPIES ALL types of SPECTRUM programs (incl. headeries, 
five unstoppable easly with MANY unc Features FULL MONEY BACK GUARAS: EAT you are not sated 
# M/DRIVE copies Basi/ime/arayson the 

iicrodive STORS programs hep the run ‘LOADS in all program parts CON 
TINUOUSLY —even without pressing ay. ther copiers require: many loadings 
MASSIVELY saving you time and trouble! 

IAXBYTES copies programs occupying TULL. 16k oe 48K! Verifies, Repeat 
‘Opies, Auto, Abort. HEAD data, 
* Full instructions, very wer (lend. 
BREAK at any time’ Gust save a header? then cay. ot LOAD: Copies all programs are amare ot 

‘nly £4.49 or £5.40 with M/DRIVE + £1 Europe, £2 others). 
THE 

TH THREE 
RATINGS! 

LERM (DHC). 
| 16 Stonepit Drive, Cotting! 

Mkt Harborough, Leies 

COMMODORE 64 
AND VIC-20 

PROGRAM COPIERS 
They. copy most cassette basea| BASIC, machine code and multi-part 
rograms of any size. Both coplers fare. written’ in machine code, Programs using a. range of Protection, techniques can De [copied ‘easily. Audio and. visual 
Prompts are used for ‘easy Operation, “Full Instructions” are| contained in the programs. VICIMITATOR 88 IMITATOR Ga & Please state wnicn is required ang| Imake cheaues/POs payable to TAN WAIT. 

Send orders to: 
IAN WAITE, DEPT HCW, 

11 HAZLEBARROW ROAD, 
SHEFFIELD S8 SAU 
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SPECTRUM KOPYKAT 
IMPROVED PERFORMANCE 

Simply the best. Copying any program 
is Now as easy as LOADing and 
SAVEing your own programs. Any ZX Spectrum program can be backed: 
‘up onto a fresh tape. Even programs 
that cannot be stopped can now be 
‘copied. 100 per cent machine code. 
Prints file names. Copies headerless 

files. SPECTRUM KOPYKAT uses no 
Program arca so all sie programs 

cover 41.7 (9K for 16K machines) can 
be copied. PLUS FREE Header 

Reader program. 
Despatched by first class return of 

Post. Send cheque/PO for £4.98 to: 
MEDSOFT 

61 Arden Road, Doncaster, 
South Yorks DN2 SER. 

N EVEN COPY ITSELF 

BACK-UP 
TAPE COPIERS 

TAPE TO DISK TRANSFER 
‘uriuimieS 

EVESHAM MICRO CENTRE ‘ridge St, Evesham, Worcestershire ieos0e 496s 

@ COPYMATE 64 @ 
AA back-up utility for COMMODORE 
64. Will make security copies of most 
cassette based software. Supplied on a| 

te with full instructions. 

HORIZON SOFTWARE, 
15 Bamburg Close, Corby, 

Northants NN18 9PA 

EDUCATIONAL 

'0' or ‘A’ LEVELS? 
FRENCH? SPANISH? 

revise with the Spectrum”48K 
full verb practice program. 

only £4.85 c.W.0. 
J. Higham, L’Ensouleiado, 

WIGTON, Cumbria CA7 9LA. 

SCAN OUR 
=RVICE/REPAIR 
SECTIONS. 

THE EDUCATIONAL 
SOFTWARE speci 
Large S.A.E for lists. 

52A Bromham Road, 
Bedford 

Tel: Bedford 44733 

Chemistry exams? Alchemy is still 
the best for problem solving. 6 
programs and booklet for Spectrum 
or BBC. Send SAE for details. 
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SOFTWARE 
GAMES 

“YOUR OWN SOFTWARE BUSINESS 
‘Start your own full/part time Software Business. Special manual covers all you need 

‘Order Now! Send £3.99 to Book Bug 
ood Road. Prestwich, 

TEXAS a 

GUARANTEED 

QUALITY SOFTWARE 

Low’cost 

DISCOUNTS 

FREE pEuvery 

SEND SAE FOR LIST 
AND FULL DETAILS TO: 

MICRO-BYTE SOFTWARE 
11 SAINT MARY'S AVENUE, PURLEY, 

READING BERKSHIRE ROB 8 

LLAMASOFT!! 
awesome games 

software 

SE vic 20 
CBM 64 
ATARI 

= SPECTRUM 
NOW IN BOOTS, LASKEYS & 
MANY RETAILERS, OR FROM 

‘49 MT. PLEASANT, 
TADLEY, HANTS. 

TEL: 07356 4478 

‘ y: 
Nos 

Dromeda Software. Quality games 
for TI-99/4A, S.A.E. for details. 
56 Wells Street, Haslingden, Lanca- 
shire BBS SLS. 

48K SPECTRUM OWNERS, 
use graphics, animation and sound 

with ISP's “SCOPE™ for the 
in price of £10.30 ine. pep 

MAIL ORDER SOFTWARE 
9 KNOWLE LANE, WYKE, 
BRADFORD. BD12 9BE 

if 

TRADEWIND 
48K SPECTRUM 

COLOUR GRAPHIC ADVENTURE 
Make a fortune sailing and trading 
in the coral islands. Risk your life 
among pirates and sharks! Avoid 

reefs, weather storms and outwit the 
Tocal traders, 

£5 on OUR cassette or £4 on YOUR 
imicrodrive cartridges 

WD SOFTWARE (H), HILLTOP, 
‘ST MARY, JERSEY, C.1. 

TEL: 0534 81392 

VIC-20 
Spectrum and CBM 64 titles from 
Software clearance sale. 

£2, Full guarantee. For full list SAE 
The New Look 220 Roils Head Rd 
Halifax W Yorks Phone 0422 44765 
TI-99/4A “Computer Magic’ two 
parts magic tricks. Watson. 8 Oak 
Tree Court, Uckfield, Sussex. 
Trade welcome. £5. 
LLK.G, Software games and educa- 
tional programs for Texas TI-99/ 
4A £2.50 each for details S.A.E. 6 
Fairholme Road Newhaven Sussex 
BN9 ONY 

TI-99/4A Yahtzee free. Details only 
when you join nationwide group. 
S.A.E. Tl-Users, 40 Barrhill, 
Brighton BNI 8UF 

* PROGRAMMERS + 
Top Spectrum software needed 
urgently for UK distribution. Good 
royalties for quality games, utilities 
and educational programs. 
Sena tape with large SAE, to| 

‘Gamma Software, 
18 Milverton Road, London NW6 

READ OUR 
DEALER 

DIRECTORY AND 
FIND OUT THE 
LOCATION OF 
YOUR NEAREST 
COMPUTER 
SPECIALIST. 

INTRIGUE SOFTWARE 
ADVENTURE MANIA (Basic) £5.95 
Graphics Adventure set in London, First scover your mision Bat beware. the 
MANIA (Basi) Ess This eraphic adventure begins where Adventure Mania ends. You" journey 
‘hough a strange land in your search 
JOYSTICKS 
Quichsbor It 11.20 
Tact cis 
BOOKS 
UNDERSTANDING MICROPROCESSORS Describes he fundamentals of micro 

UNDERSTANDING. COMPUTER SCIENCE aso Explains bow the compte was develope 
That odo. 

LOADE ENTERPRISES 
THE BEST SOFTWARE FOR YOUR TEXAS 

LANTERN SOFTWARE 
DADDIE'S HOT ROD (Basic) through the countryside but do ‘rash picking up hitehikers along the wa. 
HUNCHBACK (Basic) £3.98 Egor the hunchback has to keep rushing 
fires, gasleaks and electrical faults, i's 

Pease include SOp pp on books, 

For fall its please send S.A.B, 40 

LOADE ENTERPRISES, c/o 
Ensemble (HCW), 35 Upper 
Newport, Shropshire TF10 7EH, 
‘Tel No. (0982) 813667 or 814292 

MAIL ORDER ONLY 



v» It’s ARRIVED! 
the next generation of 

SHIPSRAPES” (33-) 
SRUGSAFETY (S-:) 
MUSIC (2+) 
BLOGKBUSTER (7"*) 
Available for Spectrum, BBC and 
Commodore 64 computers. 



NOW ATLAST! 

Yes at last those 
fantastic top selling games 

for the Dragon are now available for 
your Commodore 64. Avoid those Marauding 

Moronians in “Cuthbert Goes Walkabout”. Fight for 
survival in “Cuthbert in the Jungle”or plunder the Moronians 

planet in “Cuthbert in Space”. These great games are a “must” 
for your software collection. 

CASSETTE £8 EACH DISK £9.95 EACH 

Mail Fibs Sales om Ra : s Dealers Contact 
Microdeal Mail Order ruro Rd, 2, 

St. Austell Cornwall PL25 5JE y. tee er ee ool Hat A 

Credit Card Sales RQ" Gap BA or WEBSTERS SOFTWARE 
Phone 0726 3456 0483 62222 

MIC CRODEAL 
Selected Microdeal Titles available from computer dealers nationwide or from larger branches of 

Stores, 


